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Chang Foo stood before his door in the dim light, as the Bradys in stylish costumes came
along. Nellie pointed at the Chinaman and whispered: "Ther stands the
man you must put in jail, Harry Brady ! "
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he Bradys in the Chinese Quarter
OR,

THE__QUEEN OF TijE OPIUM ·FIENDS.
BY A

NEW YORK DE1.'ECTIVE

.

hands clutched the screaming woman by the throat and
CHAPTER I.
dragged,. her back into the house.
Down went the window, with a bung, and then all became
still.
'.!.'HE QUEEN OF THE OPIUM: FIENDS.
But the, detectives did not pause.
At ten o'clock on the night of May 25th, two Secret
Upon reaching the entrance to the building, they hurled
ervicc detectives were crossing Chatham Square, New 1he Chinamen aside who were in their way, and darted
I rk, in. the vicinity of Doyers Street, when they were
into a dark, gloomy hall.
artled by hearing w~ld cries for help.
Here they met with a violEmt rebuff.
. .
A dozen villainous-looking 11fongolians, who were b!,!ck
The tones were evidently t~ose of a woman.
They seemed to come from ~ remo~elled old. bmldmg in the hall, formed a flying wedge and rushed out at them.
ar the corner, ~nd several exci~ed Chmamen might have
Unprepared for i;:uch a peculiar assault, the two detec•en seen swarm~ng over the dirty, narrow and crooked frv!)s were hustled out into the stref!t, followed by the yelltle street, rushmg toward the house.
ing and chattering horde.
A· the detectives paused, to accurately locate the ounds,
Th 1 . , .:i h .
d ·h·t f lt h t , k· k d ff f
· d
· h b . d.
fl
.h
e no,.11- nmmc , " i e e
a \\as noc e o o
upper
\\'lll ow m t e m 1 mg was
ung
open,
wit
a
Old
K"
B
d
1 •
mg ra y 1lea d, th c oId, bl ue £roe k· coat was a1mos t
sh

I

l

Thc. heaa an d shou lders of a beau t"f
i u1 young woman were
· ked in
· accent s of th e w1"ldes t t error:
rust out , and she sh ne
"H l 1 p . 1 11r d 1,,
ep.
o1ice . i • ur er .
The two detectives glanced at each other.
"Trouble there, Harry!" exclaimed the eldest, who was
tall, muscular man, with white hair and a clean-shaven
e.

torn from hiR body, and the standing collar and black stock
. .
.
encnclmg
out 0£ shape.
. h1s neck were crumpled
.
But lus anger arose and hi s deep-set, keen eyes fl.ashed
fi

ne.
"Rough-house," he remarked to h;s boy partner. "Ever
since you became a pupil of mine· I'Ye never experienced
rnch rough handling."

"Evidently the woman needs aid" an wered the hand"If we ain't equal to a dozen almond-eyed Do33.thens,"
e, stylishly clad hoy. "Let's run into that opium joint hotly replied Young King Brady, "we'd belier go out of
the business."
d find out what ails the woman, Old King Brady."
~o sooner was this proposition made when they started
"Beat your wa.v through the bunch, Harry."
a rush for the house at the top of their speed.
"Come on; I'm ready for them ! "
Glancing up ·again they saw ll. pair of naked arms, eviAnd they fcarle,,sly char~d on the Mongols.
ntly belonging to a man, dart out the window and the
Some of the yellow men fuad dr~wn murderous-looking
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weapons from the folds of their blouses, but the int:epid I' long, narrow strip of red paper covered with Ohinese lett
detectives paid no heed to them.
ing.
A bliµding gl!!re pf light flasl}ed out in their faces, a
Doubling up their fists, , they cq11rged on their !lntagonists, determined to penetrate that house and find out what ~s they glanced into the room, a singular scene met th
ailed the beautiful white woman.
view.
Upon reaching the horde,'the detectives sent in some hot
Before them was a spacious room, illuminated by a ha
swings, 11pper-cuts and jabs that never failed to hit a borne, gilt chandelier.
Chinese face.
A fine, red~ Wilton carpet covered the floor ; the w
Yells of agony and deep maledictions escaped the rascals were hung with crimson silk, and the magnificent g
as they were sent reeling, right and left, or knocked down furniture was upholstered in Oriental tapestries.
¥.arble busts, on ebony pedestals, occ~pied niches a
completely.
corners,
figure<! satin portieres were draped over the do
One of them rushed behind Old King lh!ldy aµd r11ised
anq
windows,
and along the walls were a number
a dagger Lo plunge it into his bacl}. But the bpy saw him
couches
and
divans
covfrned with fancy embroidered pi.llo~
in time.
Beside
each
one
stood
small, octagonal tables, inlaid w·
Leaping foTw ard, he swung his fist against the villain's
pearl,
upon
each
of
which
there stood a small alcohol la
jaw and knocked him, spinning, into the middle of the
tiny
opium
boxes,
sponges,
slender pieces of steel a
street.
•
Then he turned and pitched into a pair of the yellow eurious opium pipes with bamboo stems.
The detectives saw at a glance that it was an opium jo ·
demons and gave them the worst beating they ever had in
There were two Chinamen in the room,~ clad .in magni.
their lives.
By this time Old King Brady had gained the mastery cent n~1ti ve costumes, and they were crouching near t;
wall in evident terror.
of three men.
A white man and the beautiful young woman they hi
A clear passage was opened to the door, and Old King
seen
in the windo1Y were struggling, furiously, in t
Brady's features were revealed in the light of a square
middl
e of the apartment.
lamp over the entTance.
·
The
former was a fine-looking man, with gray hair a1~
'
·By this light some of the gathering crowd recognized
a
mustache
of the same color, and hi.s silk hat and h
him, and a warning yell arose on all sides of:
coat
and
Y
est
lay on a chair.
"It's Old King Brndy !''
His
face
was
pale, theTe wa a wild glare ip. his bulgi
That name acted like magic on t he fighting Oqh1amen,
eyes,
and
he
seemed
to be very weak on his leg .
and they quit at once and slunk away, with looks of fear
The
young
woman
was elegantly dressed, and had)
upon their faces.
beautiful face, big, dark eye , and black, wavy hair.
Every crook in Chinatown knew and feared the Bradys.
As the detectives rushed in, the man •foll to the flo
Many of them made the error of believing they were
uttering a deep groan, and the woman gave a shriek a1
father and son. As a fact, they were not related, exceptrecoiled, glaring down ~t his pro. trate body, her trembli
ing that they were business partners.
hands upraised.
Observing that the l\Iongols had abandoned the fight, a
"Dead !" they heard heT gasp, in hoarse, frenzied ton
grim smile of satisfaction crossed the old detective's face,
Hearing
the detectives rushing toward her, she glanc
and he muttered:
up with a startled expression upon her pallid face.
"They' ve given up the scrap, Harry."
"The Bradys!" she panted, recognizing them.
"It was fear, when they learned our identity."
"Yes," cried the old q etective~ "and you are San M1
"They're either a gang of Highbinders, or they belong
the queen of the opium fiendg."
to the Hatcher Society, two secret organizations like the
"What do you want in my plaee ?" she demanded.
Italian Mafia."
cries for help brought us in," he replied. "·Wh~
• the"Your
As they spoke, they rushed for the doorway again.
matter ?"
·
Above it hung a sign bearing the name, "Chu Yee,
"Nothing."
Laundry."
"Yes, there is. I heard you say this man w&s
The store windows were tightly covered up, and a long, We will see."
e
board i:;ign over them was covered with faded, gilt letters
The old detective st+oqe toward the prostrate figurei
in Chinese.
the II\aII., and the woman sµddenly uttered several words'
Above were three iron fire-escape platforms, and before Chinese to her two frightened attendants, reached out f
the covered store windows was a slanting cellar door.
hand, pulled a lever in the wall and the lights went out"
The Bradys plunged into . the hallway, rushed upstairs
Like a flash the room was enshro-qded in dense glooms
to the second floor and hearcl the sounds of a fierce stn1ggle.
Instantly afterward there sounqed the hurried patte(
First. a man's voice ~vas heard swearing in English, and footsteps, there came a sudden n1sh of foul air into
then the hoarse, panting tones of a woman could be heard room and then there W!lS a violent crash.
i
raving at him.
The detectives paused, and Ohl King Brady cried, 8
The detectives pushed opert a door upon which hung a citeqly;
'
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''Light your lantern quick, Harry. There's crooked work prevent any one from going up into the joint and interferring with the deed."
ing on here l"
"I've got it ready now," panted the boy; drawing a.
"Your theory may be correct," Harry assented, "but
ntern from his pocket.
there is a point which seems to contradict it very strongly."
1 Just then there sounded three pistol shots, and the bul"To what do you refer?"
ts flew by in dangerous proximity to the Secret Service
"That woman screaming out the window for help. It
en.
seems to me if the man were lured into that joint by her to
But they did not flinch.
get murdered, she would not have invited oufside interThe boy unmasked his lantern and flashed its rays ference by summoning us up there."
round.
"Harry, your logic is sensible. But you must remember
A cry of amazement now escaped the detectives, for not that the woman's plan may have failed. Instead of her
ly were the woman and the two Chinamen gone, but the killing the man, he may have turned the tables on her.
dy and clothing of the prostrate man had also disap- Finding h!' was getting the best of h9r, she might have beared like magic.
come frightened and screamed for aid. Then, before we
"She has baffled us!" exclaimed the old detective, furi- reached the room, she could have gained the mastery of him
sly.
and accomplished her purpose."
A mocking l~ugh in the voice of the woman greeted this
"But why was he killed? That's tb.:::: q1;.2sti..::::J.."
mark and the angry detectives rushed around the room
"Ask me something easier."
find her.
"Who <lo you suppose the man was-a fiend ;n
But they found no trace of the ones they sought, and
"That's pretty hard to tell. He looked like a p'-::perous
ally desi sted.
business man. I saw his face and could reccgnize him if
~ "What could have become of them?" blankly asked I ever saw him again."
.
··_
t arry.
· 1 "'l'he queen of the ,opmm fiends wll! probgbly keep
"Heaven only knows. There is some dark mystery here. under cover for some time to come, now, in order to let
hat man was murdered. But who did it? Why was he this affair blow over. But we can ·catch her at some fu.ture
lled? Where have they gone?"
time and make her confess the facts, I am sure."
"It's a strange case," replied the boy. "They didn't go
"We can gain nothing by questioning the Chinamen in
• t the door, for I locked it when we entered and have the this quarter," answered Old IGng Brady, as he took a
The windows, as you can see, are bolted, and there is chew of tobacco. "You know how reticent-they are. One
f b other
vi ible means of egress from this room."
can never get any information out of them." ·
"There is only one other explanation of the mystery,"
"Do you remember the faces of the two Chinese attend!id Old King Brady, "and that is that they passed out ants we saw in the room? They had features of a pro~{ here through a secret exit, and carried the body of the nounced type."
~ .urdered man with them."
"Oh, yes; but we can't do anything with them . . They
are as obstinate as mules. We have got to get our information from San Moy."
"Do you ~now anything about that woman's history?
CHAPTER II.
She is a unique figure in this quarter. It is evident that
she is a person of refinement and good education. And yet
OUT ON THE RIYER.
her being in this squalid place posing as the owner of
various opium joints, and exercising a strange influence
As a thorough search of the premises failed to reveal over nearly all the Chinamen around here, places the
a e parties the detectives were looking for, they left the woman in a very curious light."
xurio~s opium joint, and, going downstairs, they walked
"I do not know what the secret of he; ~remendous power
er to Chatham Square.
if:," answered Old King Brady, "but I do know that she is
e Both had been deeply thinking about the mysterious a veritable queen over the yellow denizens of this district.
ents they just encountered, and Old King Brady finally They- all seem to respect and obey her commands in the
·d:
most senile manner. I can only say that she suddenly made
\
"It i my opinion that the past events were all pre- her appearance here a few months ago. No one seems to
anged."
know her real name or where she came from. She has
t . "vVhat give you that peculiar idea?" queried Harry, an. immense income from her crooked business, and is
ti. surprise.
rarely ever seen away from this quarter. Nor has she
"The way in which those Chinamen in the hall at- any friends or companions except the yellow men over
ked us when we first attempted to go upstairs to the whom she rules."
istance of San Moy. They had no apparent reason to
"Then her past is enshrouded in mystery?"
ult us, except to keep us out of that opium den. It.
"Ahsolutely. I'd like to expose it, too. She bas given
ws me conclusively that they must have known that the us a chance to find out more about her, and 1 am going to
n was going to be killed, and were stationed there to tnke advantage of it. Well, let's quit for to-night. We

l

ry.
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were after a pocketbook snatcher, who disappeared in Pell
Street, buL I think he has given us the slip, so we may as
well give up for the night."
Harry was about to assent to this plan when he suddenly caught view of the figure of a man dashing across
Hie square toward .Tames Street.
This shabby young man, in an old felt hat, was Dick
Grubbs, a notorious pickpocket, who had a bad record in
the police department.
As soon as the boy saw him he pointed at the man and
cried, excitedly :
"There he goes now!"
"Who?'' demanded Old King Brady, in startled tones.
"The pocketbook snatcher."
"So it is. Chase him!"
They started on a run after the fugitive.
Grubbs was running because he had seen the detectives.
Observing that they were chasing him, he rushed down
the street with the speed of a deer and headed toward the
river.
After him went the Bradys, and an exciting chase
ensued.
Five blocks were covered, and as the fleet-footed pickpocket ran into James Slip, he turned up outh Street.
Beyond the Clyde Line he saw a·picr, beside which a boat
was tied, and just as he went over the string-piece the
cietectives sa\v him.
"He's going out on the river!" panted Old King Brady.
"We can easily get a boat and follow him," the boy
replied. "I ain't going to let that crook get away, if there's
any way to stop him."
When they reached the end of the slip they saw Grubbs
rowing out on the dark riYer with might and main.
There were no more boats around there, so the Bradys
rushed up South Street, keeping a keen lookout for a skiff.
At pier 3fi they saw just what they needed.
It was a small, clinker-built quarlE'r-boat containing two
pairs of oars, and was tied by a painter to a coal barge.
There was no trouble to get it, and they sent it flying
out of the slip to the end of the pier, and gazed around
in quest of the escaping criminal.
The tide was sweeping in strongly, and Harry remarked:
"He wouldn't attempt to pull against this current to
escape."
"We must look for him up the stream," replied his
partner.
"See, there he goes now!"
Old King Brady observed the white skiff Grub"bs occupied.
He was keeping it in the shadow of the piers, but was
not yet so far away that he was obscured from the detectives' view, and they raced after him and began to gain
rapidly.
The string of lamps on the big bridge arching the river
were left astern, and the bulkhead lanterns, dotting each
side of the murky river, shed down a glow that danced on
ihe choppy waves.
Few HhiV" wer:.- away from their moorings at the piers

--
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where the tall masts and mazes of rigging formed a stra
forest, but a lonely ferryboat was gliding down the stre
its wheels churning the water to foam.
The Bradys skiff dashed ahead, rapidly.
When opposite the New Rochelle steamer dock they w
within a few yards of the stern o.f the crook's boat,
llarry shouted at him:
"Grubbs, you can't escape."
"I'll knock yer heads off afore I'll surrender!" cried
man, defiantly.
As the two boats came together, he dropped one oar
raised the other to bring it down on Old King Brady's he
Quick as a fl.ash, Harry whipped out a revolver, aime
at the desperate man, and shouted, sternly :
"Drop that oar, if you don't want to get shot !"
An oath escaped the crook, and he let the ashen bl
fall, raised bis bands high over his head, and cried, tre
ously:
"Don't shoot! I quit!"
"Secure him, Old King Brady."
"I've got the nippers ready for him now," said the
detective, and he clambered into the other boat and
cured his man.
"Blast ther luck,' I'm pinched!" growled the thief,
tones of ,despair.
"Where's the leather you swiped?" asked the detect·
"In my pocket.''
"I'll relieve you of it. Then we'll lock you up."
He secured the pocketbook, returned to his own boat
tied tho tow-line.
Seizing the oars he said to Young King Brady, in
tones :
"Go back down the river till we return these boats to
owners. Then we can run Grubbs in and return the poc
book to its owner."
It was hard pulling against the current, but they hi
ged the shore as closely as possible and thus escaped ·
full strength of the tide.
early half an hour passed by ere they drew n,ear th
<l.estination, and Harry glanced ahead over his houl
As he did so he suddenly caught view of a cab ru
ing out on an open pier clo e by and saw it pause n•
Lhc end.
Out leaped two Chinamen, carrying the limp form o
man, and going to the string-piece tb'ey dropped the b
~
down into the river.
A cry from Harry attracted Old King Brady's att
tion to the scene.
·
It was heard by the Chinamen, and upon . seeing t
they leaped into the vehicle, which was now turned aro
and driven rapidly away.
Within a minute it disappeared in South Street.
"What were they doing?." Old Kl'ng Brady asked.
"Dropped a man overboard. Row over there, quid
Away darted the boat toward the pier, and as tl
reached it the body of the unfortunate man came to
surface.
Harry seized the corpse and pulled it into the skiff.

THE BRADYS IN THE
"I've got him!" the boy muttered. "He's dead, too."
"Drowned?" asked the old detective, :fl.ashing a lantern
ght on the body.
"No. He wasn't in the water long enough for that. He
as dead when they hurled him off the pier . . Fine-looking
an, too, ain't he ?"
"Harry," exclaimed the old detective, excitedly, "see!
ee ! he is the man we saw killed in the opium joint to.ght. What does this mean?"

CHAPTER III.
A CALL ON THE TELEPTIONE.

Harry had seen the dead man's face in the opium joint,
d upon a close scrutiny he now observed that his parter was not mistaken.
"It' a fact," said he. "This i the man who met his
eath at the hands of San 1\ioy, the queen of the opium
endfl."
. "And the two Chinamen who were in the cab looked very
uch like the pair we saw in the queen's den," added his
artner.
"She probably sent them to fling the body into the
ver to leave the impression that the ma,n was drowned,
he ever were found. And if the bodj was lost in the
ater, she hoped that the evidence of her horrible crime
ould be hidden fore-rnr. '
"We are not so sure she actually murdered · the man,
arry."
"It would be easy for us to find out by examining the
rpse. "
"And we shall do ·so when we get it up on a pier."
"Here's the slip where our boat came from."
They rowed in, secured the boat to the coal barge, and
rried the body of the murdered man up on the small deck.
Dick Grubbs, the pri oner, had been an }nterested spector, but he sat in the other boat and did not say a word.
Ha>ing turned the light of his dark-lantern upon the
rpse, Harry said :
"Search his pockets and see if you can find a clew to his
entity."
"Very well," answered Old King Brady, h.-neeling beside
body. "Do you notice that be now has on his coat and
st? Ile did not wear them in the opium joint. The
rties who brought him here must have put the things on
m. But his hal is gone."
''I saw it floating away in the river."
The man's clothing wa made of the finest broadcloth,
d his underwear was equally as expensive.
He wore no jewelry, and when the detective searched his
kets he found them completely empty.
There was not a thing upon his per. on by means of which
y could learn who he was, but the detective made an
rtant discovery.

e
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Over the region of his heart the man's shirt had a small
blood stain.
Upon opening his shirt-bosom, Old King Brady discovered a tiny cut in his skin between the fourth and fifth ribs.
Pulling open the wound he discovered underneath the
skin a small, circular piece of glass, over which the lips of
the wound had closed.
By working at it for some time he finally managed to
draw it out; and then, to their amazement, they found
it to be the blade of a glass dagger.
It was about six inches long, no bigger around than a
elate-pencil, and . had a point as keen as that of a needle.
"Evidently this weapon was thrust into his heart and
the handle was snapped off so the lips would close over
the wound and thus conceal the buried blade," said Old
King Brady.
"What an infernal weapon!" Harry could not help exclaiming.
"It's a Venetian dagger," replied his partner. "This
form of weapon was in common use by the Italian assassins
of ancient times."
"Could San ::\foy have stabbed the man with it?"
"It certainly looks as if she were the guilty party."
"But we can't prove it as a positive fact."
"Not yet, Harry, but there's no telling what the future
may bring forth. This unfortunate man must have had· the
dagger in his heart at the moment we entered the joint.
Neither of u saw the woman stab him when we rushed in.
His struggle with her mu t have been a last-expiring effort,
for he dropped dead at her feet a moment after we were
in the room."
"As we can't find out who be is," s~i'a. Harry, "I'll go and
ring up the morgue wagon and ·have the body tak~n away."
"Do, and in the meantime I'll have to get Grubbs up
here from the boat and see that he is locked up."
Harry ran down the dock to the street.
Finding a policeman, whom he knew, he detailed t,he
oecurrence, got him to open a signal-box, and the wagon
was summoned.
This done, they went out on the pier and found that Old
King Brady bad managed to get Grubbs up on the coal
barge.
In a short time the wagon arrived and carried the
dead man away.
The Bradys then took their prisoner over to the Elm
Street , tation, entered a charge of highway robbery against
him
was locked up.
to Secret Service headquarters they entered
ivate office and gave him an ace unt of all that
transpired.
He was startled, as Old King Brady handed over the
pocketbook, and, glancing at the contents, he finally exclaimed:
"There's one hundred dollars and a visiting-card in this
pocketbook. By looking at the name on the card you will
see that the owner of the pocketbook is my wife!"
"What!'' cried the detectives, in genuine astonishment.
'"N.ot only i~ this undeniable evidence," r;aicl the chief, aiil
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he held up the card,'"but an hour ago I received a message
from my wife over the telephone, explaining htlw she had
been robbed."
"I'm glad we saved her money for her, then," said Harl'Y·
"And I am obliged to you both for capturing the thief,
and recovering my wife's property."
"Now, about this murder mystery, chief/' said the boy,
to change the subject. "What do you think abotlt it?"
"You have certainly dug up a peculiar case."
"We must bring the murderer of that man to justice."
"Yes, indeed. And I hope you will uI1deJJtake to· do so."
"Nothing is more difficult than to expose Chinese criminals. If the Chinamen had anything to do with ending
that man's life it will require almost superhuman ingenuity to bring the fact to light. But we will do our best."
"I can expect no more."
"To :n;ie it looks like a case of robbery."
"Why do you suspect that of being the motive?"
"Simply because the dead man had nothing in his pockets. It is fair to presume that a man would at least carry
a watch. But this man had none. Nor was there a cent in
his pockets, and no man of his appearance goes 'about so
utterly penniless."
"That's a fair presumption."
"In Chinatown ate thugs who would murder a man
for very little money. Moreover, the Chinese themselves
have almost no regard at all for human life. If the queen
of the opium fiends did not kill the man herself, )Je may
have been the victim of some follower of hers and robbery could have been the reason.''
"It's a pity you could not find out why she was struggling with the man in her opium den."
"We intend to capture the woman and ascertain."
"It may throw some light on the seeming mystery."
After discussing the puzzling matter at some length
further, the Bradys went to their lodgings in Irving Place.
On the following afternoon, while they were at the
Central Office the telephone bell rang, and some one asked
for the chief.
He answered the call, and asked:
"Who is that?"
"Fred Heywood," came the reply. "I am the cashier in
the office of Howard M. Pelham, banker, of 22 Broad
Street."
"Well, sir, what can I do for you to-day?"
"I wish to notify you that Mr. Pelham has disappeared."
"How do you know?"
"He was to have been in this office early this
. It
was abselutel ~mperative for him to have b
sign some important business papers. When he did not
come, I called up the Gilsey House where he lived and· the
clerk told me that Mr. Pelham did not return there yesterday afternoon, although he told me be was going straight
home, as he had a severe headache."
"Did he reach the hotel later?"
"No, sit. That's the mysterious part of it. He has not
been there since yesterday morning and be has not been
here all day. Nor have we heard a word from him. I've
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become so wotried over hi pretr1rnted silence dnd 11bse•
that I rt:!solvt:!d nl: last te tlotHy yoh so that ;. seartlli II\!
be made for him."
"Dt1 ybu Suspect foul play?"
E
"I do; as he was always ih ilie habit of carrying a la1
sum of money in his pocket. I know, as a fact, that whj
he left this office at four o'clock yesterday afteriloon he 1'
a thousand dollars in a wallet in his breast ptick_e t."
"Indeed! I'Jl send a couple of detectives down to If
you . DQ not let anybody know they are coming, as the
may be an enemy among his office staff, and it wqn't t
to warn anybody of our· intentions."
l
"Thank you. I'll wait for the officers and give them 1
the information I can. But, say, don't keep me watttli
too long."
"Why?" asked the chief.
"I expect the lady to whom I am engaged to be marr~
to call here at five o'clock. We are going to dine at Dt
monico 's together, and I do not wish to inconvenience her
I can avoid it."
"Oh, I see," laughed the chief. 1 ' We won't interfe
with your plans. I'll have my men there inside of fifte1
minutes."
"Very well, sir. Good-by.)!
And the speaker rang off.
The Chief hung up the receiver, and turning to .
Bradys he told them all that was just said, and added,
conclusion:
"I think you hatl better call on this M:r. Heywood. The
is no kht>wing but what · the tnissing banker may be tJ
very man you saw getting killed in the opium joint."
The Bradys took th~ hint, and departed at once.
Shortly afterward they entered the office of Howard ]
Pelham.

J

CHAPTER IV.
CAUGHT AT THE BANKER'S.

Before going to the office of the banker the Bradys
made a complete change in their usual appeaxance, as t
had an idea that they might have occasion to lose t
identity after speaking to Fred Heywood.
Both were now clad in stylish frock suits, their ere
trowsers turned up at the bottoms, over patent lea
shoes, glossy silk hats on their heads, canes in their glo
hands and eyeglasses on Harry's nose.
They looked like two swells, and when they entered
bankel'.'s office the clerks looked at them with grt:!at de
ence.
An office boy met them, and asking the nature of t
business, was given a plain card simply bearing the n
"James Brady," which he was politely requested to h
to Mr. Heywood.
A few moments later the boy returned and said
cashier would be pleased to see them back in Mr. Pelh
private office.
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'l'hey followed him in, and, closing the door, confronted
tall, well-dressed young man, with a blond mustache and
d cheeks.
I
"You are from police headquarters, I presume?" sald
, waving them to a couple of chairs and seating himself.
"Just so," assented Old King "Brady, priefly, as he sized
the banker's clerk and saw that .he was a very gentl~
anly fellow.
''Do you know what I said to your chief over the teleone ?"
"We qo. We came here to get some more information."
''I will post you on everything I'm :Cami liar with, gentleen."
"First, I would liko to know if Mr. Pelham has a
mily ?" ·
"No. He has neither father, mother, nor wife."
"Then he lived alone in the Gilsey House?"
"All alone."
'' H~d he any relations at all?"
"Yes, sir; a niece named Nellie Cross. She is the young
dy to whom I am.engaged to pe married."
"Was she Mr. Pelham's heiress?"
"Yes."
"Where does she live?"
"In a flat at No. - Madison Avenue."
"Alone?"
"Yes."
"Is she a woman of means?''
"She ]ms a large income."
"From what?"
"I don't know, but presume from 11 fortune left by her
rents."
' \\'as she on friendly te"rms with Mr. Pelham? /,
"Very."
"Do you know if the banker had any enemies?"
"Not one. He was universally esteemed."
"Wtt~ be rich?"
"I think he was wor~h at least a million."'
"Can you tell me if he had any bad habits?"
"What do you mean by that, 1lf r. Brady?"
"For instance, was he an opium fiend?"
A loo!\. of amazement flashed over Fred Heywood's face.
He hecame so agitated that the detectives noticfld it at
ce.
'Finally he mastered his emotion and said, in low tones:
"I fear he was addicted to drugs, Mr. Brady."
"What made you think so?"
"His peculiar actiops at times. Moreover, I've seen
'namen call on him here and go away with him in his
rriage."
"Hum! J ust as I feared. Can you describe the
nker?"
" Here's a photograph of him," replied Fre,d.
He opened the desk, took out a picture anti handed it
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"What!" cried Fred, aghast. "Mr. Pelham murdered,
did you say?"
Old King Brady nodded assent, for he saw that the man
whom they had taken from the river was identical with
the original of this photograph.
"Yes," said he, "Howard Pelham is a dead man."
"Great heavens!" cried Fred, excitedly. "What has
happened to bim ?"
"He was murdered."
"When?"
"At ten o'clock last night."
"Whereabouts?"
"In an opium joint in Doyers Street."
"By whom~"
"A woman who poses as the queen of the opium fiends."
"For what reason ?" ,
"Probably robbery."
"Are you sure?"
"Well, when we found his body and searched his pockets
he did not have a cent. You said he left here with a
thousand dollars in his pocket. As it was gone, we are
justified in presuming that he was slain by one who designed to rob him."
·
"This is horrible ! Where is his body ?' 1
"At the morgue, foot of East Twenty-sixth Street." ,
"Do you know how he . as killed?"
"Yes. Somebody stab'. ~ :l him in the heart with a glass
dagger."
"'l'be woman you mentioned?"
"We have strong reason to believe she was the guilty
party.''
"Tell me why you suspect her?"
"She was having a deadly struggle with Mr. Pelham
when we rushed into the den where he was killed. In the
midst of the struggle he fell dead at her feet ."
"Then she very evidently killed him."
"So we infer. Afterward she escaped with his body and
bad it flung into the river, from which we rescued it."
"Good gracious! Such atrocious villainy!"
"That woman is a she-demon."
"No doubt of it, Mr. Brady, no doubt of it."
"We intend to arrest her for the crime the moment we
catch her."
"Do so, by all means, and you'll find a hearty supporter
in me."
"What will become of this banking business now?"
tter of fact I have for some time been a silent
" replied Fred. "It will be continued. Very
buy out the heirs and control the whole thing
myself."

"In other words, if Nellie Cross, your fiance, is the sole
heiress, as yo11 said, you will purchase her interest?"
"Either that, or talt:e care of her end of it for her."
"I see," said Old King Brady. "Was Mr. Pelham
The moment the Bradys glanced at it, Harry exclaimed : solvent?"
That's the murdered man, Old King Brady."
"Oh. yes. The business is on a sound, financial footing."
" o do4l;it ~bout it."
"1'hat is good."
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, "Now what shall I do about claiming Mr. Pelham's
body?''
' You will have to go to the morgue and claim it for
burial."

''I shall do so. Do you mind going with me?"
"Not at all."
"Come on, then, and--"
"Blit yon are to meet Miss Cross here."
A blank look swept over Fred's face, and he pali ed.
In his excitement he had forgotten all about the expected call of his sweetheart, and he muttered:
"B)" Jove ~ I mu.st wait for Nellie."
"It will l><J sad news for her," suggested Old King Brady.
''Perhaps so," assented Fred. "She saw so little of her
uncle, though, that they were almost like strangers to each
other."
'~Then she won't mourn his loss much.
In fact, his
death will now enrich her wonderfully."
At this juncture there came a knock at the door.
"Come in!" cried Fred.
The office ·boy entered, and said, respectfully:
" '"Mr. Heywood,, 11Iiss Cross is outside."
"8end her in, Willie."
"Yes, sir," replied the boy, ancl out he went again.
"We may as well break the news to her at once," said
Fred.

"By all means," assented OlL~ King Brady, with a nod.
Thr rustle of a silk Ekirt was now heard approaching,
the door opened and a beautiful young woman, clad in
· the height of fashio11, entered the private office, crying:
"Well, Fred, you see I am prompt, and--oh ! good gracious !"
The latter exclamation came of seeing the Bradys, and
she paused, recoiled in pretty confusion and looked as if
she were going to beat a hasty retreat into the outer office
again.
A cry of surprise c.-scaped the Bradys.
Harry sprang toward hrr., crying, as he seized her wrist :
"By heavens, it's San Moy, the queen of the opium
fiends !"
A suppre$sed shriek burst from the young woman s lips,
and a frown gathered on Fred's brow and he cried, angrily:
''Say, how dare you! What do yon mean by these insulting actions?"
Harry faced him, retaining his grip on the woman's
. wrist, and cried:
"I niean' that this is the woman who mur
Pelham!"
"vYhat !" shouted Freel, angrily. "Impossible!"
'rhc girl difl not Jose her nerve for an instant.
"The boy i~ mad!" she exclaimed, contemptuously.
"You unhm1d that lady!" . houl:ed Fred, in angry accents.
"I'll do nothing of the kind,'' retorted the young detcclirc>. in grim tones ; "she is the murderess 0£ Howard
Pelb'am, and :is such I am going to lock her up !"
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OHAP'rER V.
THE TWIN SJSTEil STORY.

The peculiar fact of :finding that Mr. Pelham)s ni
Fred's sweetheart, and the queen of the opium fiencls \1
one and the same person, gave the Bradys a shock of s
pri c .from which it was hard to recover.
For several moments after Harry made his firm decla.
tion, there was a deep silence in the banker's private offi
Then the young woman, who wa the coolest, calmest a
most collected o:f' the quartette, said to Harry, with a fa
smile:
"Are you joking, young man?"
"Joking? No, I am deadly earnest."
"You say I am a person with the singular name of S
Moy?"
"Exactly so, and you can't deny it."
"Also, that I am the queen of some op~um fiends?"
"You are; in the Chinese quarter."
"And that I have murdered my uncle, Howard P elham
"That's the crime you will have to answer for."
'l'he girl now turned to :Fred, with a smile of ming
pity and amusement . .
"Who is this person, Fred?" she asked.
"A detective named Brady," replied the young man.
"I thought he was a lunatic. WJiat does he me1
anyway?"
"Your uncle is dead."
"What!" she cried, with a start. "Dead?"
"l'lfnrdered !" he answered.
"And I am suspected of the crime, eh?"
"IJrt me teU you the ciTcumstances."
"I wish you . would. H.elease me, young man. I sb
not run away."
Harry let go ·of her wrist, and she laughingly sank ii
ti chair, faced Fred and paid no' more attention to 1
Bradys than i:f' they had not been in the room while 1
cashier told his story.
When he finished, although she seemed to be surpru
to learn that her uncle had been so foully dealt w/
she did not betra:y any particular grief oYer his death.'
Knowing how little she had to do with Pelham, the 1
tectives were not surprised at her exhibition of indiffereil
1
Tlrny kept studying her features .
She was a remarkably self-pbssessed young woman .
As they had frequently seen San Moy in the Oh'
quartr!', and were familiar with her features, they now
that this young woman was not only the exact cou
part of her, hut haa the same voice, the same gestures,
the same expressions of countenance.
There could be no mistake about her identity, to
way of thinking, and yet it amazed them to learn that
young lady was living in· a fl.at, engaged to Fred, and
ing a dual existence.
When the cashier finished hiR recital, he turned to
Bradys and said, in tones of the deepest earnestness :

I
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'You gentlemen must be laboring under a painful mis- publicity and disgrace. But if she's guilty, I hope she will
e. Miss Cross is not this murderous dive-keeper, San su:!fer the penalty."

y. You have been deceived by a fancied resemblance.''
Her remark sounded fair and just enough to the de
'Nothing fancied about ihe matter," retorted Harry, tectives.
ly. "The murderess and this woman are the same
son."
'Humbug! I tell you there is some grave error here."
•Are you going to interfere with the handi; of justice
dcfrnding thi woman in the face of absolute eYidence we
·e 1hat she is the person we mentioned?" demanded
rry, sharply.
Ileaycn forbid. If you were right I woul<l not say a
d. Bul I know you ain't. 'I'herefore, I am not going
permit you to wrongly accuse an innocent person."
'If there is going to be trouble about the matter," said
ng Krng Braily, "we shall shadow this woman until
ha1re got irrefutable evidence of her identity to conce you. In tho encl she will be arrested, anyway."
'Oh, it's too absurd to even mention it."
t this juncture the young woman interrupted them

'They glanced at each other, some,yhat surprised, and
Harry said, politely:
"You must pardon what I did, Miss Cross. It was in
the line of my duty. If we find your twin sister is guilty,
we rnay be obliged to arrest her. But the question is, to
find her."

"I think 1 could help you to do that."
"How can ~·ou ?" asked Harry, in surprise.
"There is a Chinese laun~ryman named Chang Foo,
'"ho lives in Pell. Street," said .i. ellie, i.n hesitating tones.
"I've frequently had begging letters sent to me from her
by that Chinaman, but I paid no heed to them. From what
her letters said I know this Chinaman can show you where
she is at any time. If you wish, l 'll go there with you
and point him or his place out to you. You can arrest
him and make him confess. I am not a traitor to my sister.
I merely want to prove to you that I am not the gllilty
Fred, perhap I can explain this seeming mystery."
woman you imagine I am."
How do you mean, Nellie?"
"We will accept your offer," said Uarry. "Come, we
By disclosing a painful family secret of which you have will all go to the morgue first, to reclaim hlr. Pelham's
in ignorance. It is this: I once had a twin sister. body. When that is done we will go down to Pell Street to
became addicted to drugs and ran away from home, find thnt man."
(
s ago . We once heard that she had drifted into the
'I'he girl agreed to this plan, and they au' went out. .
m den o.f N cw York. Perhaps the person these de'Two cabs carried them to the dcad-h011s.e, and when their
·ms mean was my unfortunate sister."
business there was finished they rode downto\\·n again .
his explanation staggered the detectives.
By the time they reached Pell Street the gloom of night
oreover their doubts were clinched when they heard
had fallen upon the city. They alighted from the carcl say:
riages.
I've heard Mr. P elham say you once had a twin sister.
Fred left the Bradys and the girl, saying:
he mver tolu me anything about her fate."
"You
go ahead and show the detectives the place, Nellie,
s the detectives ~aw that Fred was an honest, upright
while I go and. send a telegram to hlr. P elham's attorney.
w, they knew he would not make this assertion merely
rroborate the young woman unless what he stated was l will meet you at the end of the street in qu!lrter of an
hour."

y

~rue.

isgivings entered their mii:J.ds.
erhaps yon were a little hasty," said Old King Brady
ie boy.
Ignorant of this twin sister story as I was, there's an
se for me."
Of course," assented Old King Brady. "As there is a
ibility that we have made an error, it is no more than
to this young lady that we apologize. It won't do to
se the wrong person."
e made an almost imperceptible motion to Harry.
he boy understood him lo signify that they must hide
r intent, and he hastened to say to Nellie:
You can't bl r.me me, under the circumstances, for susing you."
\fell, no," she laughed, carelessly. "You were not exed to know my family history. T only hope, however,
you have made a mistake about my sister being a
inal. T would hate to hear of her being convicted on a
gc of murder, little as I care about her, personally.
ily pride, of l"O'll''-e, aduates me in wishing to avoid

"Don't keep me waiting long,'' she replied.

"I won't," he answered, as he strode away.
Harry proffered his arm to the girl, and said :
"You had better keep close to me. This is a dangerous
neighborhood. The denizens of this street will think we are
a slumming party."

"Ob, I ain't afraid," she laughed .
They strode into Pell Street, and their fashionable
clothes made the loitering Chinamen stare hard at them.
A short distance ahead was an old, brick house with a
sign over the door, saying, "Chang Foo, Washing for
Ladies and Gents."
The Bradys quickly noticed it.
"Is that the house?" asked Harry.
"Yes," replied the young woman, nodding.
Chan~ Foo stood before his door, in the dim light, as the
Bradys, in stylish costumes, came along.
Nellie pointed at the Chinaman, and whispered:
"There st:m<ls the man you must put in jail, "Harry
Brady!"
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The boy glanced keenly at the Mongolian so he would
know him again, and they continued on £or half a block.
Finally they turned back.
Upon repassing the laundry they observed that Chang
Foo was gone. He had disappeared into the l:iouse.
.Fred was awaiting them at the Bowery.
He took charge ·of the girl, and the Bradys bowed.
"We are going back to find and ar:rest Chang Foo," said
Old King Brady. "You will hear from us again, Mr.
Heywood."
A peculiar smile crossed Nellie's face.
. "Good luck to you," said she.
Then she got in the cab with Fred and they were
driven away, while the Bradys went back into Pell Street.
Upon reaching Chang Foo's house they banged on the
door for admittance.

CHAPTER VI.
TWO BURNING BOWLS.

The Bradys were not kept waiting long before the door
was opened by a young Chinaman in a blue blouse and
sandals, baggy pants and an extremely long queue, which
, hung far down his back.
"Well, whatee want?" he demanded.
"Chang Foo," replied Harry. "Is he in?"
"Yep. Come."
He held the door open and the detectives entered a
gloomy hall.
From somewhere about the house there came the discordant music of a one-string fiddle, interrupted at frequent intervals by a clattering crash as i£ some one was
banging on a tin pa~.
The young Chinaman closed and quietly locked the
door, and an odor <if burning joss-sticks filled the air,
sickeningly.
"Where is the laundryman?" asked Old King Brady.
"Clum, lne showee/' replied the young Mongolian.
They heard his clumsy sandals clattering along the bare
boards of the hall, going toward the rear of the house, and
followed him.
A door was opened and a dim light gushed out.
They saw the young Chinaman pass into a room, and
followed.
It was a queer-looking apartment, with no windows, and
no sign of another door in the wooden walls.
A table and two chairs stood in the middle of the room,
there were numerous objects made of colored tissue paper
r<'presenting ll!agons, serpents, dogs and impossible beasts
tacked on the walls.
Se1eral open Japanese umbrellaA hung from the ceiling,
and the floor was covered with straw matting.
It was impossible to even guess to what use the room
was put by its owner, and. the Bradys gave up trying.
Upon the mantel-piece were two odd-shapep. clay bowls,
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and the young Ohinamrtn lit a match and set fire to a hr
powder with whirh the bowls were half filled.
"Sit down," he said to the detectives, pointing at
chairs.
t
"What did you light the stuff in those bowls £1
queried Harry.
The Chinaman grinned, shrugged his shoulders and s
"Keep way debbils."
The Bradys laughed ovel' this quaint reply.
"Habits and superstitions are strong with these peo1
said Old King Brady. "As if burning those herbs
going to exorcise evil spirits. Still, they really be
it will."
"Send Chang Foo here," said Harry.
"Pletty soon," said the Mongolian, nodding.
He. then went out, and a spring lock closed the ,
after him.
There were several paper lanterns containing small
candles hanging to the ends of the umbrella handles,
as the dense smoke kept rising from the burning bow
dimmed their lights.
·
'
An aromatic flavor was diffused through the room.
It was very pleasant to the senses, and the detec1
rather enjoyed it at first. But after a while it bee
oppressive.
"If ·those confounded bowls continue to burn n
longer," growled Old King Brady, "we will chok(
death in here."
"Do you· know that stuff is affecting my head,"
Harry.
"I'm beginning to feel dizzy myself."
"Say-what in thunder ails me? I £eel like fa inti
"And 1'111 getting terribly drowsy."
They glared at the smoking bowls.
A fierce crimson glow shot up from their wide rims,
the curling clouds of yellowish smoke assumed fant:
shapes.
By this time the smoke was so dense in the room
objects three feet away could not be distinguished.
A feeling of alarm took possession of the detectives
they rushed to the door and tried to get out.
Finding it locked, and resisting all their most vi
efforts to tear it open, the detectives recoiled, and .,.
gasped:
"We are in a trap!"
"You suspect foul play?"
"I do. Nellie Cross i~ a fraud."
"She has sent us to our doom."
"It's my opinion she is really San :Moy."
"If that's the case she may have had a secret 'u
standing with Chang Foo and signaled him whe
passed."
"We must get out of here at once or we'll
death."
"Smash those bowls, Harry."
"That won't do any good. There's enougti of that
ged smoke in here now to kill us if we remain much lo'
"Then break down the door."
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"Rush at it with me."
"Yes, Fve quite recovered."
Retreating a few paces they rushed for the door and hit
"Come on, then."
~ with their shoulders, but it stoutly resisted the shock.
And out came his lantern, the dazzling glare was shot
It
was
now
with
the
greatest
difficulty
that
they
redown
the hall and it fell upon the figures of two Chinese.
1
listed the overwhelming fumes of·the burning drug.
One was the young man who locked them in the rbom
They fought desperately to prevent themselves succumb- and the other was Chang Foo, whom they were after.
ng to its baneful influence, for they knew very well that
A yell of fear escaped the pair when the lights darted
10th would perish the moment they gave up.
in their faces; there came some jabbering in their native
"Can't force it that way," said Harry, gaspingly.
tongue, and th~ next moment the pair went flying upstairs.
"Hit it with the table," replied Old King Brady.
"Trying to escape us!" panted Harry.
They started across the room to get it, and Harry
"Chase the beggars !"
Upstairs they flew, after the fugitives, and fear lend.taggered.
He fell to his knees.
ing speed to the two yellow men, they retained their lead.
"I'm done for!" he groaned.
Through the upper hall they raced, and up a second
1 "Get up!" yelled Old King Brady, violently shaking him flight of stairs, with the detectives rapidly gaining.
iDd pulling him to his feet. "Don't give in. One more
A htdcTer i_n the upper hall led to the roof.
fl'ort and we will get out of here."
The Chinamen ascended and banged down the scuttle
"I ca"n't. I'm too weak."
cover.
Up the ladder went the Bradys, after them, but upon
"You. must, do you hear me!"
"Save yourself and let me die."
reaching the scuttle they found it secured so they could
"No, I won't. Here-help me!"
not move it.
He dragged the table over and shook the boy again.
"By Jove! we may lose them after all, now/' growled
By a violent effort Harry got up some of his flagging Old King Brady. "I can't move this thing."
urage.
"We won't.lose them,'' replied the boy, angrily.
Grasping the table together, they swung it to and fro
moment and then let it drive with a mighty crash against
(} door.
. CHAPTER VIL ,
It flew open, with its lock broken.
Out into the hall plunged the half-strangled detectives.
Both gasped, panted, and drank in the purer air with
A'l'TEM:PTING AN ARREST.
J
idity and swiftly regained a normal condition.
'rhe fumes of the drugged smoke rushed out through the , "Harry, do ·you know of any means to reach those
en door and they retreated along the hall.
Chinamen?"
1
With the retUrn of tpeir breath came their strength.
j "I do. Get down from the ladder-quick!"
<'What an infernal plan to murder us!" panted Harry. II Down they went, and Harry seized the ladder and carried
"No one but a Chinaman would have the iiendish it over to the small skylight over the stairs.
o-acity to plan such a thing," Old King Brady replied.
Up he ran to the top again.
"Hark! What's that?"
With one heave he sent the skylight flying from its
"Voices approaching."
fastenings and it landed on the roof, with a jingle of break1
' Look out now."
ing glass.
·
'·Draw your gun_. "
In a i;noment more the boy was on the roof.
They crouched back in the darkness.
Old King Brady followed him.
Whispering voices reached their strained ears, and they
They saw the two Chinamen rushing across the roofs
n distinguished the qu : ~r, guttural sounds of the of the adjoining buildings in the -row, and gave chase.
inese language.
Presently the fugitives saw them.
They did not understand wl::tt was said, but they quickly
Cries of alarm escaped the pair.
lized that the speakers knew they had been confined in
They came to a wide alleyway.
room, and felt sure they were discussing the matter.
Chang Foo gave a mighty leap which carried him safely
"The lights betray the fact that we have broken open over, and he went down an open scuttle, pulled it shut after
door," Harry thought, "ancl they must know by this him, hooked it on the inside ·and r~shed down to the street.
e that we have escaped from the room."
His companion was not so fortunate.
he voices came no nearer.
As he attempted to leap across the alley the toe of his
Id King Brady nudged Harry and whispered:
sandal caught on a wooden roofing cleat and he lost his
balance.
''Two speakers."
"Shall we go for tl1em ?"
.A.. wild shriek of horror escaped him.
Down into the dark abyss he plunged, headfirst, and ~e
'Yes. Got your lantern handy?"
'It's lit and ready for use."
landed on the flags, three stories below, with every bom
'Are you strong enough? I am."
in his body broken.

,
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The Bradys were appalled at the tragedy.
They walked away together, keenly eyed by the gan
Pausing, they glanced down.
heathens, and turning into the Bowery they passed i
"Poor wretch," muttered Harry. "He must have been saloon.
killed.''
In a back room they changed their disguises, as
''°You look after him and I'll follow Chang Foo," cried were provided with seYeral changes.
his partner, as he sprang over the alley and dashed ahead.
When they fi.niiihed, no one would have suspected
Peering down, Harry saw several Chinamen moving they were the same swells who had just entered.
about down below, with lanterns and candles.
Old King Brady was now clad in a pair of overal
The crash of the fallen body had brought them out and red flannel shirt, a discolored little felt hat and heav
they all surrounded him and held"an excited discussion.
whi kers.
Young King Brady went back to the house from whence
A bald-bead red wig hid his white hair from view,
they escaped, proceeded down through the building and by the judicious use of pencils and cosmetics he compl
reached the front door.
alteTed the appeaTance of his face.
It was locked and the key was gone.
Harry wore a sailot's uniform and a glossy brown
He pushed open a door at the side of the ~all~
tache.
A room fitted up as fl laundry met his view, and as it
A bundle was made of the thing they did not w'is
had two front windows opening on the street, Harry pusheQ. carry with them and they left it with the bartender.
the shutters apart and sprang through.
He was well acquainted with them.
He landed on the sidewalk.
"Sure it's wonderful the way yer've altered yer lo
Running down the street he reached the alley.
he laugherl.
It was crmrded ~vith excited Chinamen, and he pushed
"We'll send for these bundles, Jerry/' replied th
his way through the throng and reqched the fallen man.
detective.
Kneeling down beside tP.e unlucky fellow, Harry ex"And what's your lay now?"
amined him.
"We're afteT some Chinameu."
"He is dead!" said the boy.
"I wish yer'd clean every heathen out of this quarter
"You doctor?" queried a bystander.
"Perhaps we may before we finish tl;iis job."
"Police," replied Harry.
."WeH, so long."
"How he fall ?"
The Bradys went out, and after a brie.f consultation
"From the roof."
separated.
"Yep. We hear, an' lun here."
The old detective "-ent straight back to Pell Street,
"Do you h."Jlow who he is?"
his hoy partner strolled around the block to gain the s
"Hop Suey."
point from another quarter, in order to avoid arousing
"Where does he live?"
picion.
"Work for Chang Foo, laundly."
Half an hour later the old detecti\"'e "·alked up j;o
"Carry him home and I'll send for an ambulance."
dooT of Uhang Foo's
. place, from which the crowa
r
The Chinaman spoke to his companions, and they lifted persccl, as i.he ambulance had been there and the s r
up the clead man, carried him home, broke open the door, could clo nothing.
and, taking him in idc, placed him on a cot.
A couple of Chinamen stood before the door, talkin
Meantime, Harry ran to Chatham Square, called up
"Is there a landhry here?" Old King Brady asked
the Chambers Street Hospital on the telephone and asked of them.
for an ambulance.
"Light imide," answered the Chinaman addressed.
WhPn he got back in Pell Street, he found his partner
"An' is tbeT boss in?"
among the crmrd of Chinese in front of Chang Foo's place.
"You go in an' see."
"What's going on here, Harry?" he asked, anxiously.
The cletectiYe had a pacl:age in his hand, and
"The young fellow was killed by his fall and they thought it was some collars .nd cuffs he was bringi
brought him home."
get laundered.
"I feared yon were in trouble again."
He passed into the hall.
"Dir.1 you catch Chang Foo?"
Seeing the laundry door open and several Chinarn,e
"Cot1ldn 't find a trace of him."
the room he entered and glanced over the Mongolian
There were more of them in the little back room \t
"News of the death of his workman is bound to reach
his ears and as soon as he is sure we are gone he is likely the body of the dead man laid, but the detective
to come sneaking around to have a look at the dead man." not see their faces very plainly as the place was shroud
"That's probable."
gloom.
"By shadowing this house you are sure to catch him."
"Hey!" he shouted. "Where's ther boss?"
"Not in this rig, though. They've got us spotted."
A man came in from the rear room.
"We can easily change our disguises."
At one glance he saw that it was Ching Foo.
"Come around in the Bowery, then, and we will try . "Whatee want?" demanded the laundryman.
1 "You ! " replied the deteetive.
your plan."
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"Wha' for wantee me?"
He swept through the crowd like an avalanche.
"For trying to,.kill me."
Reaching his partner's side, he cried:
And Old King Brady sud<ienly sprang forward, seized
"By Jingo! you've got Chang, I see."
he startled man by the throat with his left hand and
"And mean to keep him. Draw your gun, Harry."
ushed a pisto l in his face.
Out flashed the boy's pistol.
Chang Foo gave a yell of terror.
The crowd fell back.
His companions saw ll'hat happened and became terri"If we can reach the square with your man we are safe,"
ed, Loo.
·
the boy exclaimed. "Give them a few shots. It may
8catteri11g, they .fled in all directions, expecting ihe de- scatter ihe gang and give us a chance to get away."
~tiYe was going to blaze away with his revolver.
Bang! bang! bang! went a volley of shots.
Kone of them wished to run chances of being hit.
'l'hey took care to aim over tbe heads of the horde, but
"Save me!" yelled Chang Foo, imploringly, to his the effect was just as salutary as if they had fired at the
riends.
men.
They were too busy saving themselves to heed his clanger,
With shouts of alarm the gang broke and fled.
nd not a man came to his assistance.
They hurled back a shower of missles, some of which
Old King Brady ·dragged him out into the street, strug- pelted the detectives unmercifully.
ing, yelling, kicking, biting and scratching furiou ly.
But they paid no heed to this.
"Yem keep still!" he roared, shaking the frightened
The moment foey had the gang moving the detectives
undryma:D.
kept eclgt1flg toward the Bowery as fast as possible with
"No hprtee me!" howled Chung Foo. "Me belly good the yelling Chang Foo, who expected nothing but death.
"Were you hurt by the missles, Harry?"
hinaman. Letee go, allee samee. Whatee take for, no
vvy !"
"Not much."
"I'll show you when I get {9}1 in jail."
"Those shots ought to bring a cop."
Chang Foo burst into ' ~ col'cft,i>:weat.
"We'll reach the Bowery in a few moments.'~
He suddenly thought ofta. , ·~t cry of ithe Highbinders
"The rascals are preparing for another assault."
. 1'11<"
•
hen danger threatened them, ancl gave utterance to it.
"Give them a volley in the legs if they clo."
Instantly dozens of Chinamen rushed from the adjacent
They kept a wary eye on their enemies and saw their
ires and flats and ran townrcl the deteotive and his sulky faces getting together again to form a new campaign.
isoncr.
··;
A few moments later the whole crowd made a rush 1 exOld King Brady instantly r~' :fu;cd the dangJ;. he · w.1s pecting to overwhelm the detectives by sheer force of
, for these m~n, belonging to fl:J.c same lodge Chang Foo 1 numbers.
But the gallant Bradys were ready.
, were bound to go to his assistancr.
'l'he detective drew his pistol.
As a loud c;hout arose from the :Mongols, and the vast
"Now~ let them come ; a11d if they tackle me they'll horde came rushing forward, Old King Brady excl~jmed:
et it," he gwwlecl. "I alll determined to take this man, I · 'Fire, and run, Harry."
d or alive!"
"Give it to them!"
Several shots pealed_out.
This time they aimed for their antagonists' legs.
CHAPTER VIiI.
Howls of nngnish followed and several of the yellow
rascals fell, grosning, to the ground, painfully wounded.
FIGHTING A RABBLE.
That brought the rest to a sudden pause.
In their rage they hurled another shower of niissles at
"You fellows stan<l back there! 'l'he first one wl,lo ad- Lhe Bradys, and then sa\1' 1.bc officers run with .their
prisoner.
ce a step 'vill get shot!" 8houted Olcl King Brady.
e clung to his trembling prisoner with one hand,
After them swari.uecl the Chinamen.
keel up against the front of a building and fared the
Up through Pell Street rushed the detectives, hotly purwd.
sued by the yel lo\\; gang, until they reached the Bower:r.
sea of vengeful yellow faces surrounded him.
Here they met several policemen rushing toward them,
here was a menacing look about them which told him with drawn clubs, startled by the p'st~l shots.
"nly that they meant to rescue his prisoner.
Seeing the armed detectiYe dragging a prisoner along
ut the sight of his pistol made them hesitate.
and observing the big gang pursuing, one of the policemen
·
ust then Harry appeared and saw what was transpiring. shouted:
" What's going on here?"
Hang on, Old King Brady!" he shouted, charging on
crowd with such impetuous fury that he swept them
"Making an arrest," answered Harry.
t and left out of his way. "I'll join you in a moment."
"DPtectives ?"
Come on, Harry? I need you badly."
"Yes."
g ! bang! went the boy's fists upon the shaven heads
"That your prisoner?"
gaunt faces sunounding him, and yelk of pain arose.
"He is."
I
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"What's that crowd?"
"Trying to - rescue this fellow."
"We"ll stop that."
A1id they charged on the Chinese horde.
Wild yells of alarm followed and away rushed the whole
gang.
The Bradys smiled "·ith satisfaction.
"Won't bother us agaih to-night," said Harry.
"We will lock this chap up."
Chang Foo tried to fight them off again, but Old King
Brady got him by the neck and marched him along,
forcibly.
They put him in jail and went home.
On the follO\\<ing day the Bradys went to headquarters
and having met the chief they detailed all that happened.
A smile crossed his face, and he said :
"Well, that woman is a good actress.'l
"You believe as we do, then?" asked Harry.
"What's that?''.
"Nellie Cross and San Moy are one and the same
person."
"Of comse. 'l'hat twin sister gag don't go down."
"She fooled her lover all right."
"But she didn't fool you, did she?"
• "Well, tie had us doubting for a while."
"One }bing' is evident, Harry."
"And that is--"
"That shf:', by some secret signal, let Ohang Foo know
that you were her enemies and caused him to know what to
do to you if you happened to
hi.s way. You've seen the
evide·n~o£ that."
"We were amazed to find ourselves in such a trap."
"Then you believed in her?"
"Yes, to some extent."
"She must be a goocl actress to fool you."
"No doubt of it.i'
"You must prove her real identity."
"So we shalL''
"When you do, put young Heywood on his guard."
' 1 He ought to be warned against that designing woman."
"Are you sure he don't know her real character?°"
"Positive. She has completely pulled the wool over his
eyes." '
"Why don't you shadow her fl.at? If she is really Miss
Cross you will find her at home almosl: any time. If she,
on the contrary,-i.s away most of the time you can depend
.iie's the queen of the opium fiends, as you suspected."
"Very true."
"I think I've fathomed her motive for killing Mr.
Pelham."
I' You mean she did it to get his money?"
"Of cour!:'e.'"
"We may find that out, too."
"Money is a strong motive for such crimes, you know.
As this woman seems to be very avaricious, she is of just
the sort of disposition to kill the man for what she would
gain by it. Her fut:ue actions may betray t~~t·".
"We can play a trick on her to prove her identity."

•
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"What is that?"
"I'll locate the queen in Chinatow1'> and Olq K
Brady c&n watch Miss Cross' fiat. If we don't find
two sep.arate people it will be fair to assume that sht
leading a double life, posing in the Chinese district as
opium-joint keeper and figuring in Madison Avenue as
wealthy Miss Cross."
"Excellent ! Try it."
"We'll do so at once."
They then left the chief and went out.
In the street, Harry said to his partner :
"You go down to Doyers Street to-night and I'll tac
the lady's fl.at up on Madison Avenue. Satisfied?"
"Perfectly."
They separated, and each one went his own way.
Harry boarded Madison Avenue car and rode uptc
as far as Forty-fifth Street, where he alighted.
He soon foultd the building in which Fred said Ne
lived, and going into the big vestibule a negro boy,
blue livery, opened the door, and, ushering him into'
hall, he 1asked, politely:
"Who do you wish to see, sir?"
"Miss Nellie Cross. Does she live here?"
"Yes, sir. Ta~e the elevator up to the third floor."
Harry thanked him, boarded a car and went up.
On the third floor he knocked at a door.
"Come in !" cried a feminine voice.
He opened the door and strode into a beautiful li
parlor.
Standing expectantly in the middle of the room ,
Miss Cross.
,
7~
A startled look fl.ashed across her face when she
who her caller was, and she finally cried:
"Bless me, it's Young King Brady!"
"At your service, madam," replied the boy, bowing.

a

CHAPTER IX.
MARKING THE GIRL.

Ha,rry saw by the expression of the young woman's
tl¢at she was not overjoyed to see him there.
In fact, it was quite evident to him that his call w
annoyince to her in some ~ay, and he said, after a p
"You don't eeem to be very glad to see ine."
"Why should I, after your unjust suspicions of me
"Holding a grudge up your sleeve against me, are'
"I never forget an injury, M:r. Brady."
"Nor forgive 011e, either, do you?"
"Candidly, I. don t."
"I see you've got it in for me now."
She eihrugged her shoulders and gave him a col
culating iltare.
After, pondering a few moments, she asked,
abruptly: .
.
.
"What obJect had you m callmg here?''

I
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"!want to find out why you tried to lure my partner and
into a trap that came pretty near costing our lives?"
"I never did anything of the hind, sir."
"Pardon me, but yon did."
"When?"
"Oh, you know 'vhen."
"I am utterly at a loss to understand your meaning."
"Didn't you put us next to Chang Foo?"
"I told you he knew about my twin sister--"
"Twin huniolig !" impatiently interrupted the boy.
'You piloted us ttl Chang Foo·~ place simply ttJ have thl:l
an k11l us."
"You certainly ate bereft of your senses."
"I'm not. I'll tell you plainly we are onto your curves.
e went back to Chang Foo's place, and without the slightt provoclitiol). he made an attempt to smother us with
e deadly fU.mP.s of stJme burning herbs."
"He may have known you."
"Supptlse he did. Why should he attempt to kill us?"
"How do I know what he may have agaihst you?"
"There was 110 etlmity between us except what you inted by signalling him ttJ make away with us."
"Your raving is simply absurd."
"Oh, the whole thing is p1ain enough to us. You lied.
ou are really the queen of the opium fiends. Chang is
yout employ. But we foiled his rascally attempt to kill

"
"I'm not that atrocious woman."
' "You can't fool me any longer, madam."
"I don't wish to."
"Admit your identity."
"You already know it."
"Ain't you San Moy ?"
"No."
"We'll see. about that later on."
"You are going to watch me, are you?"
"Of course we are."
'' ou'll gain nothing by it."
,
he whole game is pretty plain now. You wanted to
o arrest. That's why you denied your true identity.
w I want to know why you killed Mr. Pelham?"
"I did nothing of the sort."
"Of course, you'd deny it. I expected you to do so.
t I will trip you up yet. You had your aged uncle murrecl .o you would come into immediate possession of his
rhmc:. Finding we were dead set against you, you are
w endeavoring to baffie us."
"You are greatly mistaken, sir."
"I see it is useless to waste my time trying to get you
confes ."
'')fo1i;t decidedly, when I have nothing to. confess to
," replied R ellie, in nettled tones. "I've been very
ient in the face of all the insults you have heaped on me
your inRinualing way. But I'll have no more of them.
a lad~· or f\Ocial position, and I want you to underd it, too, Mr. Brady. I won't submit to any more
your nonseme. You are employed by the Government
unt down criminals-not to persecute respectable ladies.
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Dpn't forget that, and stick to your proper line of work
or I'll see that you are removed from your office. I did
you a kindness by pointing out to you a man whom I
imagiIJ.ed might aid you to unravel the mystery you are
solving. You have repaid my interest with the vilest ingratitude and the most 11nbecoming indecency. I now
wash my hands of you. I will never again meet you. In
a word, you are the most ill-bred young man I ever had
the misfortune to meet. Now leave this house."
She haughtily pointed at the door.
Harry grew rather red in the face, and was going to
give her an. indignant answer, but checked the impulse.
Instead, he turned away as if to leave the room.
As quick as a flash ~ drew a tiny vial· of liquid dye
from his pocket, spilled some in his hand and faced Nellie
again.
"I'm sorry I offended you," 4'laid he, humbly.
"No apologies are necessary. you have hurt my feelings
too much to expect me to forgive you."
"Don't bear malice. "
"I don't. You ain' t worth it. Get out!"
•·
"Good-by," said Harry.
And ere she realized his intention he seized her right
hand afs if to shake it ..
She immediately withdrew it from his grasp, but not
before he had covered it with the powerful dye.
Her hand was crimson.
Feeling the moisture, she glanced at it.
"My goodness! What have you done?" she demanded.
H arry laughed, heartily.
When his mirth subsideQ., he answered:
"I've discolored your hand."
"What dicl you do that for?"
"To indellibly mark you."
"Mark me.?"
"Yes. So I'll know you again. That dye won't wash
off. H's too powerful. It will have to wear off. That
will take a long time. Ere you get rid of it I will meet
you figuring as San Moy. If the queen of the ·opium
fiend's right hand is covered with red dye I will know you
and she are one and the same person."
A sneering smile crossed Nellie's face.
"You were foolish to tell me your design if you are sa
sure I am the infamous wretch you believe me to be, for
being forewarned I would naturally resort to the most
drastic measures to get rid of this marking in order to
baffle you."
"Oh, I've figured that out," carelessly replied the boy.
"I knew very well you would try to get rid of the marks,
anyhow; but I also know that it is utterly impossible for
you to get rid of them. Moreover, if the 'queen' keeps out
of my sight now it will be pretty goocl evidence to me that
you ana she are identical. So, you see, I've got you hedged
in."
"You may be a very clever young man," said Nellie,
in scornful tones, "but you will find you've had all your
trouble for nothing, as far as I am concerned."
"If I am mistaken, I"ll gladly acknowledge my error."

. -16
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"What good "·ill that do?"
''Satisfy your injured feelings."
"D(m·t you believe it. You'll never be able to repair the
injury you've done me, Harry Brady. I'm a vengeful
woman, ancl I'll make you smart before I get through with
you."
"Idle threats!" carelessly answered the boy.
"You'll find in due time that they ain't. I am going to
speak .to Fred about you and tell him to discharge you from
this case and call for better men to work it up."
An amused smile swept over Harry's face.
"So?" he laughed. "Do you imagine we are at the beck
and call of young Heywood ? If you do, the quicker you
undeceive yourself the better. Hj has nothing to do with
us."
Nellie's face grew dark with rage.
She paced up and dow:Q the room, nervously, a few moments, and ftnally pausing before the boy, she said, impressively :
"Then I'll reso'r t to other measures."
"Bound to get revenge, are you?"
"I don't deny it."
"Very well," said Harry. . "Since you've declared open
1Yarfare I will be ready for you all the time.".
"And you'll get the worst of it," she declared, grimly.
"Tl?-ere never was a man born who \\·as equal to a woman
in point of cleverness, and I'll beat you in the end."
"It gets plainer and plainer that you are the queen,".
.>aid the boy-. "That's why you are so bitterly opposed to
me. H you were not you wouldn't be so spiteful for the
slight provocation I've given you. San Moy, you, are giving
yourself away."
. "Clear out of here!'' she shrieked, angrily.
"Good-by, i• laughed Harry, and out he went.
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"·Why?"
"Because about an hour ago I was away uptown in M
son Avenue, talking to Nellie in her flat, as I told y
"Then she and San Moy can't be identical."
" Perhaps not," said Harry.
"Both couldn't be in two such widely separated plac
lhe same time. That' impossible. One of us must e

"I think so, too."
"Did ·you notice what time you saw her?"
"Glanced at mv watch and observed that it
o'clock when I l~ft. her iil.at," said Harry.
"And it was about half-past three when I saw ·her."
"Couldn t she get from her flat to Chatham Square
half an hour?" asked Harry .
'
"Easily."
"Pe'rhaps the moment I left her she went downtow~
"That would· explain my seeing her whe~ I did."
"How did you chance to see the queen?"
"1 wenl into her joint," answered Olcl King Bra1
"and I had not been there long before she came in. Seei
me, she darted right out again, with me after her: "
"Was she dressed for the street?"
"She was."
"Wore gloves?"
"Yes--brown kid ones.i'
"I'm souy for that: If she hadn't, you might have se
the r~d staim I left on her right hand."
"Well, when sl1e rushed out of the joint I could not fi
her, although I searched i'or her carefully all over 1
neighborhood.''
"She would doubtless be hidden and protected by 1
Chinese," said Harry. "All of them are friends of her
" That's probably the rea ~on 1 ftlil ed to cli:>cover h
"Well/' saj.d Harr, ', thoughtfully, "everything
hinges 'on our catching view of the queen's 1rnnd. If
can accomplish that we will be ahle to establish the
that she is Nellie, the murdered man's niece.' '
CHAPTER. X.
" Then we had better haunt the Chinese quarler u
we have gained our point,'' suggested Old.King Brad.)_l
COMPARING NOTES.
"Disguised, of course."
' •
"Yes,
and
well
disguised,
too.
I
for
one
mean
When the Bradys met, Harry told his partner what he
pose
.as
a
dope
fiend.
Thal
will
give
mci
a
chanee
to
had done.
Old King Brady said he had been down in the Chinese \\'ell into her place where I'll be needed mo t."
"And I?" asked the boy.
quarter trying to find the queen at her usual haunt.
"Rig yourself up as a woman."
"And did you· see her?'' asked Harry.
"Very weH. In the meantime let's interview C
"Yes," replied his partner, with a nod.
Foo."
"What!" cried the startled young detective.
"Of course I sa w her."
"Where?"
"No. 1 Doyers Street."
"In her O\rn joint?"
"Yes."
"At "·hat time?"
"About an hour ago."
"Arc you sure ?"
"Certainly."
1
i You must have been mistaken."

.

Old King Brady fell in with this plan Jfuey1
over lo Ludlow Street J~il to which ChangJiad been ta
As the warden knew the detectives, he admitted t
at once and they werit to the cell occupied by the Chi
prisoner.
Pausing at his door they peered in. ·
The laundryman laicl on his cot, thinking.
"Chang!" cried Harry.
With a start t11e Chinaman got up.
Going over to the door he peered out at them.
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Seeing who his callers were he gave a grunt of disgust i He realized hi::: error when it was too late.
nd deliberately walked away from them.
"Well," he growled, defiantly, "so Be me an' \\ii.ng Lee
in qlat loom."
"Come here!" cried Harry.
The llfon&olian made no reply.
~
"You own up to it, do you?"
"We wi'stl. 'to speak to you," continued the boy.
Chang shook his head, affirmatively.
Still no reply from Chang.
It was useless, he realized, lo try any longer to deny
Ilarry beckoned to a keeper, who approached and asked: the fact.
" Well, l\fr. Brady?"
"M:e not say, no," said he, in sullen tones.
"Did Wing cut the man?"
''Open that door."
·· '1 ant to talk to the Chink?"
'.' o."
"Yes," replied the boy.
"Who did?"
"Ile won·t say anything to you, sir."
"No savvy--"
" Oh, I'll find means to loosen his tongue."
"Liar!" cried Harry, interrupting him. "Confess!
The keeper laughed, winked at him and unlocked the \Yas it San Moy?"
or.
"No San Moy. M:an l~illee heself, allee samee."
Chan$ had gone back to his couch.
"He didn't. We lmow better than that."
Hearing hi s cell door open, and peering around, he obChang shrugged his shoulders.
rved who wa. coming in, and got upon his feet .
"llle no say no more," he exclaimed.
A dark frown gatheTed on his brow, and he snapped :
Harry persisted in questioning him, but he obstinately
"Wbatee want?"
[efused to speak, and they finally had to ~eave him.
"'T'o lrnYe a talk,., Harry answered.
They were more than pleased at having learned as much
"Me no talkee, allee same."
as they did, and when they departed, Harry remarked:
"Oh, b11t )'OTI nn1st !"
"As loug as we've made him admit o much, we are
·'Whatee say!'"
bound to wring more information out of him later. '
'.'.Now you listen to what I'm got to say," said Young
"By adroit questioning/' said Old King Brady;. if he can
· g Brady, in stern tones. "When my partner and I be forced to unwittingly tell all he knows."
~nt into San M'oy's opium joint the other night and saw "We can try that experiment late~· on."
[r. Pelham fall dead at her feet, there were two Chinamen
The detective bad their supper and we11t home.
the roorn. You were one of them."
Here. they asrnmcd new disguise. and proceeded to the
"No~ no !'J cried the pri oner in alarm.
Chine e quurteT to :filld Wing Lee and San :Hoy.
HDon't try to lie out of it, for you can't do it. We
They hoped to gain a view of the ·woman's hand and
w you there."
thus establish her identity as Nellie Cross.
"Chang Foo no goee San l\foy joint!" protested the
With this plan in view they proceeded to. the qu~en·s
isoner.
house and passed inside.
"Like most of. your race," 'said Harry, contemptuously,
ou are· an infamous liar. As I was saying, you were one
the two Chinese in that room. Therefore, you must
n1·e seen who tabbed that old genlleman with the glass
CHAPTER XI.
gger that killed him."
Me no savvy," said Chang, shaking his head.
IN '!.'HE CHINESE REST.tURANT,.
"That's the !\me old expression all you Chinks use when
u don't want to an wer questions!' Harry went on.
The joint was filled with opium fiends when the de\ 011 saw that crime committed, and we want you to tell tPctiYes entered, and a couple of Chinamen were attending
s who killed the man. If you don't, we will see that you to their wants.
re accused of heing the murderer and you will go to the
At one glance the Bratlys sa'1' that the queen was not
l1;:ctric chair for the deed."
there.
"Chang no killee noblody."
Old King Brady wore the garb of a sedate busine;;s
"Can you prove you didn't?"
man, :ind a white beard; while Har-ry was clad in feminine
apparel.
"Yep, inc plove dat."
"By whom?"
The boy made up as a very beautiful girl of the blonde
"Wing Lee."
type.
"He was the man with you?"
All the :fiend8 in the place were smoking or were slet?p"Yep."
ing and dreaming from the effects of having been smoking.
".<:th!" said Harry, triumphantly. "I thought you would
The opium worked fearfully upon their imagination .
dmit that you were one ()If. the two men who were in the
Wild, fantastic visions filled their minds, riot a few of
int when the man wa1' kil:ed. And you've just committed lhe dreaming gang of degenerates thinking they were at
ourself."
perfect peace with the world, floating in space, · enjoying
hang looked mortified.
ihe most exquisite pleasure.

~/
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Some of the habitues of the place were people of wealth
and social standing, others were mi:;erable wrecks, and
not a few were Chinamen, with dull eyes and drawn fitces.
Yet so lost to all moral decency were they on account of
the (leadly drug to which they were slaves, that they made
no objecti0n to race color or any other consideration, in
herding together.
A feeling of supreme disgust for them overwhelmed the
detectives, and they shuddered when they saw the wan
faces, hollow eyes encircled by clark rings, and trembling
hands of the smokers.
A gorgeou Chinaman glided up to the Bradys.
"Gentleman an' lady· smoke?" glibly asked the yellow
man.
"Yes. Fetch two pipes," answered Harry.
"Fifty cents or dollar?"
"The best, of course."
"You take ihis couch?"
"Any will do."
"-Lie down. I lend you.' 1
The detectives had to occupy the same couch.
All the rest were occupied. But they were glad of it, as
they ·could tlrns keep close enough together to suit their
purpose.
"This is one of the handsomest dens in Chinatown,"
mutte1 eel, Harry, "but it's one of the most infamous, and
San Moy must be coming money here. I wonder where
she is?"
"She must appear sooner or later."
"Just look at those human direlicts floating down the
short tide of. life on a stream that brings them to death's
door ten times quicker than the ordinary course of events
would. Ain't they frightful! With such weakened brains
it's no wonder they all subserve to the keen, smart woman
who presides over their lives."
Just then the Chinaman came back with the pipes.
They had thick, silver-tipped stems, huge bowls with
holes no bigger than a pea, and had a rmJcid oclor.
Lighting the ~lcohol lamp, the Chinaman opened a tiny,
ivory box, took out a little piece of gum opium, rolled it
into a pill and fastened it on the end of a slender piece
of steel.
Holding the opium pill in the flame of the lamp, he
cooked and shaped it, and at the proper time thrust it
in the pine bowl, while the detectives pretended to inhale
the fumes..
Some of the fiends cooked their own dope.
While this wtts going on, Harry asked the Chinaman, in
the well-modulated tones of a woman:
"What has become of Wing Lee?"
"Me no savvy," answered the Chinaman.
l'Oh, yes, you do. Pmea:q Chang F.oo's side partner."
"He? Ob, queen she tellee you."
"Will she be in to-night?" ,
The Chinunwn llhrugged his shoulders to signify that
he did not know whether she would or not.
Some of the fiends went out and others came in to take
their places during the next two hours.
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Still they sa\v iiothing of San Moy.
By this time Chinatown was in full blast.
People were throngi g the sheets, paper lanterns w
lit, the red lights gleamed up the face of the ifott Str
joss house, and sounds of Chinese music came fr<lm t
theatre at the bend.
All night long the Chinese quarter takes on an animat~
appearance, and drunkards, revellers and slumming pal a
ties mingled with slinking crooks and coolies from Cantol Y
The Bradys gave up, finally.
They could not remain there not smoking much lon~ 0
without exciting suspicion, so Harry asked the attendan
"Where does the queen eat?"
"Chop sucy ?"
"Yes."
"Corner Broome and Bowery."
~ol:r·
:'You. are very kind."
.'I
"No, no. You wantee see queen?"
"Oh, no. We are acquainted with her.'~
"So be she clum soon."
"We may return."
"Rab more pipe ?"
"Not now."
"Well, so long."
- The detectives went out.
Reaching ihe street, Harry said:
"Let us search around for her."
...t
"I'm willing. Try the chop suey joint first."
They went down to the restaurant in question and
found it to be a brilliantly lit place, filled with Chinese
oddities.
'
Everything adorning the big room was put there to
give it an Oriental appearance, and it was filled with
Chinese.
'
Among the divers eating the queer Mongolian c;telicacies
were a few white people.
· As the Bradys went i~ they caught view of a very
handsomely gowned woman sitting back near the kitchen,
eating and holding an animated conversation with the
proprietor.
.
The moment Harry saw her he muttered, e-xcitedly:
"'l'here's the queen, now!"
"So it is."
"She is not wearing the same dress I Saw on Nellie."
"And she has on gloves."
"By J ovc ! I'd 1ike to see her hand."
"How shall we work it?"
"Only by one method can we succeed."
"Name your plan."
"Catch her by surprise."
"And then?"
"While you hold her I'll try to strip off her glove.';
"How can we clo it?"
"I'll tell you. '
And Young King Brady explained his method.
They watched the woman a few moments and th
strolled toward her table, paying no particular heed to he
Harry sat down near ·her and 014 King Brady g

.
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behind the woman without attracting_ more than a glance
from her.
A waiter ran over to their tables and they order.ed food.
By listening, Harry was surprised to hear the woman
talking in Chine. e to the proprietor. ·
\
She spoke the strange language fluently.
Old King .Brady was watching her keenly.
Waiting until he judged that the woman was entirely
absorbed in her conversation with the Chinaman, the
young detective g1we his partner a prearranged signal.
Old King Brady suddenly reached over ~nd seized one
of the woman's arms in each of his hands.
She gave a shriek of alarm.
The owner of the restaurant bounded to his feet in surprise.
At the same moment Young King Brady reached out
his left hand and seized San 11Ioy's right wrist.
He lhe:n thrust two fingers of his right hand in her g~ove,
tore open the buttons and began to rip off the brown kids.
Before the boy had a chance to tear off the obstinate glove,
however, the restaurant keeper suddenly leaped at him,
with hand extended, and seized him by the throat.
The sl10r.k pushed Harry backward from his chair and
he fell to the floor in a heap, with the yelling Chinaman
on top of him, queezing his windpipe furiously.
All the waiters rushed to his aid, and the excited patrons
of the place bounded to their feet and swarmed to the
spot, to lea rn the cause of all the disturb.ance.
; .Beleased of Harry, the queen now began to struggle to
tear her arm& l~e. of Old King Brady's grip.
Finding she could not do so, she pulled out a f~rmidable
hat-pin and was• going to stab Old King Brady's hands
with it when he observed her intention and released her.
Instantly she rushed away.
The old detective attempted to follow her, but a gang
of Chi~am1.m dashed between her and the detective.
The next moment they seized him.
A. terrific struggle began between Old King Brady and
his assailants.
During the excitement the queen escared from the room.

CHAPTER XII.
OAPTlTRING THE SEOOND OHINAMAN.

When all the Chinamen in the restaurant; divided in two
parties, attacked them in defense of San Moy, the detectiYes knew thrrt they were faithful friends of hers.
The Bradys saw the queen escape.
• It renflned them desperate, and Old King Brady yelled:
"Throw them off and chase her!"
"Can't. 'l'oo many against me," the boy answered.
"Draw your gun, then, and plug them."
:Jlenaced on all sides by the scowling M:pngolians, and
seeing that only the most drastic measures would save
them from rough treatment, the Bradys drew their pistols.

..
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No sooner did the Chinamen see the weapons when they
yelled words of warning to each othei; and scattered.
Aiming over their heads the detectives fired two shots.
Although no one was hlt, fresh yells of fear were wrung
from the lips oC the ru hing crowd, and they bolted downstairs, plunged into closets, hid behind furniture and
sprang out of windows on a shed.
In a remarkably bi ief time the room was cleared.
The detectiYes held undisputed possessionf of the room,
·t~d a broad grin overspread their faces, and Harry cried:
"We've scared them badly."
''See if we can find that confounded woman."
"I nearly had her glove off when the.y interferred."
"She seems to have some great power over them, if they
\Vili fight so ferociously to defend her," said Old King
Brady.
They rushed down to tlie street without interference.
But San ~Ioy had vanished.
There were so many places around there in which she
could find friendly shelter that the Bradys lost all ho_pe
of seeing her again, and Harry said:
"She's gone for the night."
"Never mind. We are bound to'1U'eet her again."
"Do you suppose she suspected our identity?"
"Very likely, as she ·is always on her guard."
"If she thinks we are detectives she certainly will keep
away from her opium joint," said Harry, thoughtfully.
"I'm going around in "Mott Street and see if I can find
Charley Sing, the Chinese court interpreter."
"'Yhat for, Old King Brady?"
"He is familiar with nearly all the Chinamen in the
district, and may be able to tell us where to find Wing Lee,
Lhe man who was with Chang Foo on the night Mr. Pelham
was murdered."
"If we could pick him up we might get ! ome u~eful
news about the queen, if not positive information about
the murder of the old banker. Come alo.ng." .
And away they went.
In ten minutes they passed into a Mott Street tea store.
A bright, intelligent young Chinaman, ~ho owned the
place, mel them al the door, with a nod and a smile of
recognition in spite of their disguises, and said:
"Hello, Mr. Brady!"
"Ah, Charley, you know us?" said Old King Brady,
in surprise.
"Your disguises are all disarranged."
They glanced .at their rtifl.ections in a mirror.
As the interpreter said, the struggle had so disturbed
lhe~r disguises that any one could tell who they were that
knew them at all.
"No wonder you recognized us," laughed Harry.
"Why are you masquerading clown here, sir?"
"Hunting for some of your people."
"Can I aid you?"
"Yes, if you can tell us where to find Wing Lee."
"I know him very well."
"So much the better."
"He is an opium-joint helper."
1
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'"We know that-already."
''Lee is a desperate man. He's a great fan-tan player.··
"And hangs around the gambling joint', eh?"
"Yes. You c1m gencrall)· find him in the Blue Dragon.''
"That's a grocc·ry store down the street? '
"The back room is a fan-bm joint."
"r see. And lw play~ carclH there?"
"Every tirne lit> has nny money."
~·
"\Ye ·11 go llo11·n nml st>e him."
"Don't say l told you." •
"X ot for 11·0J"icl-.;."
Leavi11g the inlrrprcter the Bradys went down Mott
, 'treet.
Pau ·illg before a ' tore in the basement of an old house
they went in, nodded -familiarly to 011e of the clerks, and
Harry a, keel him :
"Is Wing Lee here? I want to see him on important
business."
"Inside," replied the Chinaman.
There wa a partition dividing the store in two.
Pushing ope11 the door the detectives found themselYes in
a small, hot room containing several tables, all of which
were surrouncled by Ch.i'ne~e who "'ere playing the gambling
game of fan-tan.
Neither of the detccti ve had a very vi v-id recollection of
Wing Lee·s features, and Harry sang out:
"Iring Ler ! Wing Lee! ColJle here!"
Every one looked at the officers, and a young Chinaman
rose from the ta"blc nearest to them and asked:
"Whal you want?"
'l'hey now rccogntzed him as the companion of Chang
Foo in the opium joint when they saw Mr. l'el.ham fall
dead.
Harry beckorwcl to him, and when he approached near
enough the boy leaned o\·er and whispered in his ear:
"The queen wants you."
"Where she?" demanded Wing, quickly.
"I'll lead you to the place."
"Any trouble?"
"Yes. Your life depends upon your doing as I say."
"Me go now, quick."
"Don't utter a word."
Wing nodded and hurried from the gambling den between the two detectives, little suspeciin~ their true
identity.
Reaching the street the Bradys marched him to the
square.
Not a word was uttered.
Hurrying along, the detective led the Chinaman sh·aight
to the Elm Street station hou e, and started to go in.
Wing saw the character of the place, and hung back.
Suddenly his suspicions were awakened.
"Hold on!" he exclaimed.
"What's the matter?" queried Harry.
"San Moy in prison?"
"Yes."
"Me no go in dere."
"You must. She wants to see you."
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"No. .rot now."
They saw he feared to enter.
A grim smile hovered over Old King Brady's face and
he said:
• •
''Give him the rush."
"Grab him !"
Wing was eized by each arm and propelled forward,
despite his furious struggles and frantic yells.
He was landed inside.
The captain at the desk glanced at the trio in amazement a few moments, and then demanded, gruffly :
"Say, what are you fellows doing?"
"We are t}Je Bradys," explained Harry. "We are disguised.
"We want this Chink locked up."
"What bas he done?"
"Been concerned in the Pelham murder."
The captain nodded and a grave expression crossed his
face.
Picking up his pen and opening the "b!otter" he began
asking the usual questions which Wing was forced to
answer.
Several policei:pen came in and the Chinaman was
searched.
He had some money and a big bowie knife.
When these things were taken away from him he was
brought to one of the cells and was locked up.
The Bradys then departed for Chinatown again.
Here they worked until past midnight, but failed to see
any ign of the woman they were after.
Then they went home.
•
On the following day, while they were at headquarters,
Fred Heywood strode in, with a frown on his .face, and
seeing the Bradys he ru.shed over to Harry, shook his fist
at the boy and shouted, in tones of fury:
"Say, what did you me!1;n by going to Miss Cross' flat
and insulting her in the gross manner you did?"
"Well, I'll expl'hin that," said Harry, in quiet tones.
"Miss Cross was not insulted by me. I merely told her the
truth when I said she had no twin sister. I told the truth
when I said she was a fake. And I told the truth when I
declared that she and San Moy, the queen of the opium
fiends, were one and the same person."
"You lie, Harry Brady, you lie!" shouted Fred, excitedly."

CHAPTER XIII.

•

SETTING A CHIN.\;\IAN TO CATCH A CHIN.A.:llA.N.

Knowing how fondly Fred Heywood loved Nellie Cross,
the young detective did not blame him for defending her.
It was evident that she told her lover how Harry dyed
her hand red in order ro identify her with San M:oy, the
queen of the opium fiends, and that he had just come to
headquarters to quarrel about it.
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.As the morning sun slanted into the office through an
open window on the calm face of the young detective, he
exclaim.e4 :
"Mr. Heywood, you are unduly excited."
"Neyer mind if I am," shouted the bank cashier, angrily.
"I deny that Miss Cross is the infamous keeper of an
opium joint. I deny that 1he is San Moy. 1£ you say so,
you are a liat !"
"Come, come; don't get na ty. Keep your temper," interposed Old King Brady. "We have found out a good deal
that is very unpleasant to you about your lady love, but
we can't spare her. If she .is the murderess of · her uncle,
Howard M. Pelham, it is no reason why we should respect
her more than any other criminal. The pity is that you
are engaged to her."
"She didn •t kill the banker!" shouted Fr~d, obstinately.
"We have captured and arrested Chang Foo and Wing
Lee, who were in the queen's joint on the night we saw the
old banker drop dead, with Hie blade of a glass dagger
buried in his heart," said Old King Brady. "We captured the latter last night and put him in the Elm Street
station. To-day we appeared against him in court, and he
is now in Ludlow Street Jail with his pal. Either one of
these men may convict San Moy. We are going to quet>tion
Wing. He may confess. Chang refused to admit anything, but I'm sure one or the other will break down."
"Even if such a preposterous thing were so that Nellie
were this dive keeper," said Fred, "what object would she
ha've to kill her uncle? She has plenty of money, and was
not in want. In due time she knew she would .come into
pdssession of her uncle s million. Why, then, would she
kill him, I ask you?"
"Th:it remains to be found out," said Harry, coolly.
"Nonsense!" impatiently said Fred. "If you are going
to bungle the matter in such an outrageous way as to
accuse innocent people of the crime, you had better give
it up and I will employ competent men to run down the
guilty party."
"Indeed!" said Old King Brady, with an amused smile.
•
"That's what I mean, exactly."
"It shows how innocent you are."
"How do you mean, sir?"
"We ain't in your employ. You ain't paying us for
our work. The Government is the boss of this job, not you.
We are working for the GoYernment. And, furthermore,
we intend to finish this case ·without any interference from
you or this so-called Nellie Cross. If either one of you
get too g::ty we will lock you both up, and don't you
forget it."
Fred turned pale.
He saw that he bad made a great blunder.
·It took all the high-strung ideas out of him, and h~
cooled off rapidly and fi:Qally said, in humble tones:
''I didn't understand the matter that way."
"Well, you understand it now, young man. Go on about
your business. We are doing you a favor for which you
will be grateful when the truth comes to light."
Fred said no more. He was crushed in spirit.
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After he was gone, the detectives distussed his call and
then resolved to go and see if they could get any informa·
tion out of Wing Lee.
There was time enough that coming night to go after
the queen ancl see if her right hand was stained red.
A plan was formed, ancl they went and got Charley Sing.
They then proceeded to the prison and met the warden.
"We had no success at pumping Chang Foo," said Old
King Brady, "and we now intend to try to get some information from the other Chinaman, if you will permit
us to work a game on him."
"Do you mind telling me your plan?"
"Not at all. This naturalized Chinaman is Charley
Sing, the court interpreter. We want to put him in a cell
next to Chang's. Then we want you to put Wing Lee in
Chang's cell. The two Chinks will begin to talk, of course,
and Charley will begin to listen. When the Chinamen get
through, Charley will translate to us all they say."
"T~::tt plan can easily .be workecl."
"Very well. Let's begin operations at once."
A keeper was called in.
"Remove prisoner No. 15 to cell 24," said the warden.
"Yes, sir."
"When that is done, put No. 20 in cell 16."
"All right> sir."
"Report back to me when No. 15 is moved. "
"Very good, sir."
And the keeper went out .
In ten minutes he returned and said:
"No. 1.5 is in No. 24, sir."
• The warden turned to Charley and said:
"This keeper will put you in cell 15."
"We'll go with him," interposed Harry.
The warden nodded and they followed the keeper out.
He put them in an empty cell.
Then .he took Wing and transferred him to Chang's cell.
The two Chinamen began to jabber as soon as they came
together, and Charley whispered:
"They are saluting each other."
There was more talking for a while, and then the interpreter said :
"They are accusing each other of being to blame for
their incarceration."
Old King Brady nodded and smiled.
"They'll say more, presently," he muttered.
Once more the excited Celestials in the next cells let
their voices out and a heated argument ensued.
When a lull came in the dialogue, Charley whispered:
"Now they are reproaching somebody."
"For what?" asked Harry.
"The killing of the man."
"Who are they reproaching?"
"A woman."
"Ha! Do they mention her name?"
•
"No."
''Do they say how she killed him?"
"No. They merely say she caused his death."
" Ordered it, or did it herself ?"
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"~he was the cause of it."
"How?"
"I can't make out yet."
Chang and Wing were evidently in a high temper.
They were quarreling, furiously. Charley listened mtently to all they were saying, and finally turned to Old
King Brady and muttered :
"They think San Moy ought to bring her political influence to bear to get them out on bail so they can run
away."
"Skip their bonds?"
"Ycs, by going back to China."
"We'll see that no bail is taken."
"If you don't, you'll lose them."
"What else did they say?"
"They'~e arranged a plan of action. When they are
brought into court both of them intend to stick to the
same story."
"In substance, what is it?"
"That neither of them know anything about the murder."
"But they really do, don't they?"
"Yes. They know who killed Mr. Pelham."
·"You are sure of that?"
"Positive, judging by what they say."
"Do they state why he was killed?"
"No."
"Or mention a thousand dollars?"
"'Ah, that's the money they ~poke of."
."(How did they speak of it, Charley?"
"I heard them say that they each recefred one hundre~
dollars of 'the money' to keep their mouths shut~"
"That prohabl.y means some of the money Mr. Pelham
had, which was' taken from his pockets before we found
his corpse.;,
"Very likely, l\Ir. Brady. Hark!"
Anoth~r animated dialogue PUs1:ec1 in the next cell.
When Charley tran~lat-ecl it, he sniLl:
"THey· were laugh;ng oYer the 11"<1)' tiles fooled you two
at the time of the murder by carrying a'rny the dead man's
body through a secret passage lead in6 into the cellar."
" Just what we suspected," said Old King Brady.
"When you were gone thf>y hired a cab and drove to
the riwr with the corpse and flun g ii in, just "·hen you
appeai.,: cl iJ,l a rowboat with a prirnncr you had captured."
"Y e~ , we rPcall the circumstance:; well.''
i'he conversation between the Chinamen now changed to
general topics, so the Bradys and Chark.Y left the cell.
\\i n .~ 1n:1s put back in his own cell, and soon afterward
the cletecti1es departed from the jai1.
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Two points were scored :
The thousand dollars Mr. Pelham had was taken by
slayer, and some of it was given to th~ 01linese witness
to bribe them to keep secret what they knew !bout t
crime.
Anfl the crime was instigated by a woman,
She, of course, must have blen the queen 0£ the opiu
£ends.
When the Bradys reached the Central Office, the chi
said:
"Glad you' ve come. I've got a message £or you."
"Who from?" queried Han,·y.
~'Do you remember Dick Grubbs?"
"Thi:! thief who stole your wife's pocketbook?"
"Yes. He's in Sing Sing for five years."
"What about him?"
"I received ·a 'phone from the Warde~ of Sing Sing ask
ing £or you two to call there at once to see Grubbs."
"What £or?" asked Old.King Bnidy."
"Claims he knows all about the Pelham murder."
"Indeed !"
"He wants to see yoii to tell you all about it."
"What object has he in so doing?"
"Self-preservation, I suppose."
"It may be a fake, but we'll go to see him."
"You must follow and examine every clew you can get,
lhe chief exclaimed. "Already this case has dragged
along too slowJy. Meantime, the real culprit roilms free."
"We'll find that crook in due time, chief."
"I hope .so. His arrest will stop all the turmoil."
The Bradys soon left the Central Office, and going up
to the Grand Central Depot they boarded a train for Sing
Bing.
'
Upon their arrival at the State prison they encountered
the warden, who .treated them with marked courtesy, as he
had a great respect for the celebrated man-hunters.
Indeed, many 0£ the inmates of that prison were crooks
whose arrest and conviction the Bradys had secured.
Seated in the warden's office, Old King Brady said to
him:•
"We have called in reference to a request from Dick
Grubbs, "ho has some important information to impart
to us."
"Yes, Ur. Brady, he asked me to send for you."
"Do you know what he wishes to say?"
"No more than that he witnessed the killing of Mr.
Pelham."
"He may be faking."
"You can· tell when you question him."
"Let us see the ·crook."
A keeper was called and he ushered the Bradys to the
cell occupied by the condemned pocketbook snatcher.
Grubbs wore a striped suit.
CHAPTER XIV.
His hair was cropped and his face shaved clean.
THE CONVICT'S SECRET.
The thief nodded and smiled when they entered bis cell.
"Wl~ll," said he, "I'm glad yer've come."
The result of the trick played by the Bradys pleased
"What clo you want of us, Dick?" queried Old King
them very much, £or they had gained a little information
Brady.
about the murder.
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"I've ,got a secret to sell to you."
"To sell, eh?"
"Of course. Yer don't "spose I'm goin' ter give it toyer
er nuthin", do yer ?'' asked Grubbs.
"Well, no. We hardly expected such generoi:ity as that
rom a crook of your nature. What is it?"
" D'yer ·member the mutder of Pelham?"
"Very well, indeed."
"Well, I saw it done."
"You did?"
"Yee, I did. An' it came about in a rather curious way."
"Give us the details, if you please."
"On the night I swiped the pocketbook belongin' to
her wife of your chief, an' ran, you an' H11rry chased me
nter ther Chinese district. I s'pose yet know."
" Y eR. You disappeared in Doyers Street."
"Well1 I ran inter ther hallway of ther carpenter shop
at No. 1," said Grubbs, " n' I rushed up ter ther roof.
from there I peeked over an seen youse two over in Chat11am Square, wonderin' what became of me."
"I'll admit we were puzzled to know what became of
wou," said Old King Brady, with a nod 11nd a smile.
"Well," said Grubbs, "I heard a fuss goin' on in the
oom under me, an' wonderin' what was goin' on, I looked
hrough ther skylight ani seen some people scrappin'. One
pf 'em was old Pelham. I knowed him by sight, an' recknized him ther moment I set eyes on him."
"Well?'' said Old King Brady, as the crook paused.
"Among ther bunch in ther room was San Moy, the
ueen of ther opium fiends. When I looked down, Mr.
elham was a-chasin' her aroun' ther room. Ther queen
had ther ole feller's pocketbook. Seein' she couldn't git
11way from him she flew ter ther winder, an', flingin' it
~pen, bhe stuck out her head an' begun ter yell fer help.
!Pelham grabbed her an' pulled her inter ther room ag'in.
rhen thcr fight was renewed. Pelham was stabbed with
.vhat looked to me like a knife made out of glass. He
[ought fer his life. When you an' Harry rushed in he
rnd hold of the queen an' he fell dead just as youse went
nto the joint."
Old King Brady nodded.
"We saw that," said he, "but the question is, who did
he stabbing?"
"Ay," chuckled Grubbs, ''that's ther question."
"Only the queen, Chang Foo and Wing Lee were in the
room."
"I know it."
"Either one of those three did the killing."
"That's it, Brady."
"And you saw the deed committed?"
"I did."
"Who did it?"
"I won't tell you."
"Why not?"
"Cause I ain't free yet."
"What are your terms?"
'' M:y pardon."
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"If we secure your pardon you will tell us who killed
Mr. Pelham?"
"Exactfy."
"Nothing short of that?"
"Absolutely nuthin'."
"You can clear up the entire mystery, then?"
"I can."
The Bradys glanced at each other in their significant
way, and after a few moments' refl.ectioh, Old King Brady
said: I
"Harry, we must petition the Governor for this man's
release."
'
"By all means," assented the boy. "We have got to
have the information he can impart to us at any cost,
otherwise we cannot hope to solve this puzzling mystery."
The crook smiled.
He ;realized what a strong point he had scored.
Finally he said to them:
"Nnthin' will make me tell what I know 'cept my
unconditional pardon."
"You are pretty stiff about the terms, Dick," said Harry.
"Can't help it," replied the crook. 'It's all I've got
ter rely on ter git out of this fix, an' I ain't a-goin' ter lose
my chance."
"Won't you make a.ny other terms?"
"No, sir!" was the firm replJ:.
The detectives saw that he meant what he said, and
would not flinch from the determined stand he had taken.
They tried to puzzle him with questions.
He was too wary to commit himself that way, however, and they finally gave it up, and Harry said to him:
"We'll see the Governor and try to secure your pardon,
:
Dick. You'll hear from us later on."
'rhen they JP.ft the convict.
"Well ?" a!!-ked the warden, when they got back in the
office.
"Can't make him confess who killed Pelham until we
come back with his pardon from the Governor."
"Can you secure his release?"
"We intend to try."
"The information you'd get may be worth the effort."
"It will be. To pump the Chinamen is useless. They
won't give any informatiorr at all. If San Moy is guilty,
she, of course, would go to the chair protesting her innocence. Only one course remains open to us, anit that
is, to get a confession from Grubbs."
"It looks to me as if he had you by the t!J.roat," lalfghed
the warden, "and he is quite smart enough to secure all
the advantages that are coming to him from his knowledge."
"No doubt about that," said Harry.

CHAPTER XV.
IN THE CHINESE JOSS HOUSH.

For several days after their interview with Grubbs, the
tletectives quietly shadowed the Doyers Street opium joint.
I
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From the platform of the Third Avenue elevated station rsistence and to show you how grievously you are w~ong
they had a good view of the place, and mingling with the ing one of the pmest and best girls in trew Yor~, I will
waiting passengers there was no chance for their de- condescend to go with you. But remember, sir, I only do
tection.
this to show you once and for al_l that you are laboring
San Moy did not go. near the place.
under a most dreadful error regarding Miss Cross."
Inquiries at the flat occupied by Nellie Cross elicited
"We'll risk that."
the news that she had gone away for the summer.
"At wh::tt time shall I meet you?"
No one knew where she went.
"There's no time like the present," answered Harry.
He feai:ed that if they let Fred out of their sight he
At this stage of the game the Bradys resolved to question Fred Heywood about her, and called at his office.
would go and tell Miss Cross what be intended to do.
'rhe young man met them very coldly.
And, if she were San Moy, that would put her on her
1-:ie had taken a dislike to the Bradys since he found out guard.
·,
I
t hut they suspected his sweetheart of being a murderess.
She thus could ha.file their design.
A frown was on his brow when they came in, and with
The cashier glanced at his watch.
a cool bow he demanded, in haughty tones·:
"It's just five o'clock," said he. "l have nothing to
"WGll, what do you want here?"
prevent me from doing as you request. I'll go with you."
"Some information about Miss Cross," replied Harry.
"'!'hank you. We've got a cab outside."
"You'll get none from me."
"Let us go at once, then."
"We wish lo know where she is."
He put on his derby and they departed together from
"I won't tell you."
the office.
"Then you'll be compounding a felony."
The Bradys stuck to him so closely because they fearea
"I deny it."
he might telephone to Nellie Crass, if he had a chance.
"That's because you are defending the woman you •love."
Once in the carriage they were driven away.
"It's becau,;e it's the truth, Mr. Brady."
'J'he Brady,; were clad in new suits and derbys. They
"Our opinions differ."
now put on wigs and false mustaches and handed Fred
"Well, you may as well leave. I won't tell you any- similar face disguises.
thing."
"Put these 0n," said Harry.
"Mr. Heywood, you had better reconsider your de'' Wh1t for?'' demanded the cashier.
termination."
"So the Chinamen won't know you."
" othing will move me, sir."
"I don't care to."
Harry pondered a few moments, and whispered with
"Then your trip won't be effective."
his partner; after a whiie he said to Heywood:
"Well," growled Fred, hesitatingly, as he took them, "I
"Have you ever seen the queen of the opium fiend

~,,

w·on't spoil your plan.

I~ll

put them on."

"No, and I don't want to," replied Fred.
And he adjusted the false hair in an unwilling manner.
"But we demand that you see her."
The cabman had his instructions.
"What for? I ain l' interested in her."
He drove them straight to Charley Sing's tea store.
"You will be .
·l )OU see her."
Tl:e iutnpreter stood at the door.
"Why should I?"
Harry alighted and accosted him with:
"On account of her sta: ling resemblance to Miss Cross."
"Hello, Oharley.-any news yet?"
'•Didn't my fiance tell you San Moy was her twin
"Who are you?" the interpreter demanded, in surprise.
1>1:scer ?"
"Young King Brady.''.
·'Yes, but we don't believe her."
"Oh, I didn't lmow you. Yes, I've got some news."
"There you go, insulting her again."
"Well, do you know where San Moy is?"
''Did Miss Cross show you l:tow I stained her hand?"
"I do not, but she has got to go to the joss house at six
"She did, and it was an outrageous thing for you to do.1' o'clock."
"If you saw the same stains on the hand of San Moy,
"What for?"
would that convince you she and :Miss Cross are the same
"To pay tbe priests of the temple a certain amount of
per;;on ?"
money, as all we Chinamen do on this date, to cover the
Fred was stnggered at this question.
expense of the festival of the New Moon. The queen,
Ile could not help realizing what it meant.
being so thick with all .the Chinese opium fiends, is sure
He therefore answered, hesitatingly:
to be on hand. You'll find her there."
"If I saw the same stains on the band of the woman you
"It's half-past five now."
say has the same face as my sweetheart, I'll have some
"I'll go up with you and fix it so you can bide there."
doubts about the matter, of course."
i "Very well. It will be quite a favor, 'I'm su.,re."
"We want you to see this so-called queen."
I
The young Chinaman put on his hat, and when Old
uHow 'can I?"
King Brady and Fred Heywood alighted :from the cab they
"By coming with us to-night."
went over to the tall, brick building with red lanterns up
"Very well. . To put an -end to your disagreeable per- 1 the front.

I
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Going in and ascending the stairs, they passed into a
room containing an old Chinaman in silver-framed spectacles.
He was one of the priests.
Around the room were numerous curious Chinese objects,
m altar at one encl containing a statue of their god.
"Buy some of his. fans and trinkets, if you want to
nake yours!'lf solid w1tli the olcl chap," whispered Charley.
The detectives nodded, and spent se1eral dollars.
Charley th~n spoke to the old fellow, earnestly, for a
'ew moments, and then going back to his companions he
aid:
"He will let me. put two of 'you behind the altar. The
1ther. must remain outsiqa. But yo11 must not disturb the
:eremony going on here no matter wha:t- happens."
"We are satisfied," assen~d. Harry. "Old King Brady
rou remain outside, and Mr. Heywood and I will hide
>ehind the altar. I don't. see how we arc going to clo it,
bough, as there don't seem to be any space there."
'-'I'll ..show you," said Charley, with a smile.
He went out in the · hall, opened a door at t:tie head

CH APTE R XVI. .
THE SECRET OF THE STAINED HAND.

As San Moy-advanced toward the altar the priests crowded round her, nodding and smiling, ,and shaVing hand3
with themselves, for they never shake hands with each other.
She spoke a few words to them in their own tongue,
which caused them to like her, as much as did her adoption
of a Chinese costume.
Moreover, she had, since her first advent among them,
always contributed heavily to their clprities and church.
By this means she . added to her popularity among the
pagans.
As the other idolators arose and moved aside, San Moy
came on toward the altar and drew a purse from the folds
of her kimona.
Taking out a roll of hank notes she reached over h·~r
right hand toward the metal plate and dropped the money
in it.
..
There were several Chinese lanterns hanging about the
1f the stairs and led them into a ··big lodge room containaltar, and their light gleamed down upon the woman's han d.
ng chairs.
"See !" gasped · Harry:
There was a door in the p,arti tiori wall.
The woman's hand was stained crimson!
Opening it, he disclosed. what looked like a closet.
Fred almost succumbed to the awful shock it gave him.
But the altar in the next room was built back ;in the
difficulty he repressed a groan.
With
vall, and consequently it set back in this closet.
He
saw
that the cunning trap Harry had worked on her
By remaining in the closet one could peer through the
was
effective.
It lirored beyond question that N ell.ie Cross
1penings in the stamped paper and bronze objects of which
~nd Sa.n "Moy \y,ere one and the same person.
he altar was made up, and thus see into the room of the
The young detective felt a thrill of triumph.
emple whi)re they had been.
He had scored a success.
Charley left them there.
As the woman withdrew her tell-t~le liaiid and prosAll strangers wer,e now requested to leave the temple, and
trated herself in a deep salaam befo e the idol, the young
nany Chinamen soon began to arrive.
detective whispered to his compani , :
·
More prieBts came in,' .incense sticks were lit and .a
"Are you satisfied that we tol¢! you t' e truth?"
:eremony began.
"I aI)l,'' gasped Fred, who war: mthed in a cold sweat.
From their covert, Harry and Fred could see the strange "But this is dreadful!"
·ites practiced by the Chinamen without being seen them"Cheer up, old man, it's beth.r for you to know .the
eJ-ves.
bitter truth now, rather than link y ur life with .that of
They also nqticed that as each Celestial came in he de- cmch an abominable creature. You ought to feel glad and
JG'Sited a sum. of money in a metal plate on the altar, and, thank the Lord that you found out what sort of a woman
rneeling,
~~ dmtn before the idol, he. bowed his forehead to she was, before it was too late. I know it is hard, but facts'
are facts, and it pleases me to . think that we have saved
ne tlo9r Several times.
An hour passed by, duri.ng which the ceremony pro- you from the toils of that beautiful wretch before yo had
~eede.d, accompanied by queer incantations by the priests, a chance to marry her. Mr. Heywood, you are in lucf, !n
itrange music by a band from the theatre and the jabber
Harry peered out again.
if the men who came and went.
'
The queen had gone.
Suddenly the d;or opened and San Moy entered in
The boy could only hope that Old King '.Brady had seen
her, follo;ved her and placed .her under arrest.
Phinese costume.
,Harry squeezed Fred's arm .
Fred was greatly wrought up.
The bank cashier gave a violent start as his glance fell
"Let us get out of here,'' he whispere<i.
pan her face, and he gasped:
"Make no noise and follow me," answered H arry.
"Good heavens, how she resembles Nellie!"
He pushed open the closet door and they passed into
"I told you so,'' s·aid Harry.
the lodge room and thence to the hall.
" Here she comes toward the altar."
Old King Brady was not in sight.
"Now watch her hand. She wears no gloves. If her · Going down to the street they encountered a number of
nd is stained, you may be sure she really is Nellie Cross !' ' Chinese coming and going from the lodge room.

I
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Chinatown was now enshrouded in the gloom of the
night and gay lanterns, banners and streamers decorated
all the houses occupied by Mongolians.
The street was filled with the yellow followers of Confucius, and many white people who came down to see
the sights thronged the sidewalks.
"Where is your partner ?" queried Fred, whose face was
very pale. "I don't see him around here."
"He may have gone ai'ter the queen," replied Young
King Brady. "He was on the watch for her. We may see
him later."
"Will you notify me if she is arrested?"
"I don't see what good that will do."
"None, except to relieve my suspense."
"You'd be the first one to aid her."
"I might. A man can't get over his love for a woman
in an instant."
"Probably not. She still has your sympathy, too."
''Of course. That's quite natural."
"So it is," assented Harry.
"You have proven her to be the wicked woman you
said she was and you've proven her to be a liar. But you
have not yet pro.ved that she murd~red her uncle," said
Fred, hopefuJly.
"That's a fact," Harry assented. "We ain't sure yet that
she did run that knife into Mr. Pelham's body, but we do
know that she instigated the crime."
"You do?"
"We've got a witness who saw the murder qoromitted."
"Indeed!"
"Within a short time we'll have a confession from hint
He knows just who killed the old banker."
"I hope he won't say it was her."
"That's a question yet to be decided."
"Where are you going now?"
"On a hunt for tny partner."
"Shall I go with you?"
"It isn't necessary."
"Then I'll go home and recover from this shock."
"Promise me one thing before you go."
"What is that?"
"That if you should meet Miss Cross you will not tell
her anything about what transpired to-night."
"I promise."
''You know where to find her, don't you?"
"No, I don't."
"Are you in earnest?"
"Yes. She merely told me she was going out of town
for a _few days and would write me when she came back."
"Didn't tell you where she was going, eh?"
''No."
"Well, you sa~ 11ow she lied to you."
"I did. 12
''And you recognized the stains on her hand?''
''At once. I examined them carefully when she told
me what you had done. When I saw San Moy's hand I
recognized ti1e same marks. There's no mistake about the
matter. Two women looking exactly alike except in dress,
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could not have exactly the same stains on the right han
Ohl no, Mr. Brady, miserable as the fact makes me;I can
deny that San Moy and Nellie Cross are one and the sa
woman just as you declared. I can (j)nly apologize for t
rough way I acted to you, formerly, about it."
"No apologies necessary. I can understand your f
ings about the matter," said Harry, generously.
Fred then shook hands and left him.
Putting the wig and false beard Fred gave hiIP.- into
pocket, Yotmg King Brady went around in Doyers Stree
He thought. Old King Brady might be in the opium de
When he arrived there, however, he found that the pla
was crowded with Chinese Ji-ends.
The same attendants were giving them their dope, i
when Harry asked for the quoen one of the attendants sai
"She no comee here no more."
"Where does she live?" asked the young detective.
"No savvy,'' answered the Chinaman.
"You mean you won't tell, don't you?"
"Allee samee."
"I believe it is," drily said the boy.
He went out, and crossing fue street to a little ol
fashioned house run by a man named Lavelle as a sportin
resort, he went upstairs to the dancing-room and sat do
in a front window, from which he could keep the opiu
joint under observation.
Young King Brady had not been there long before h
caught sight of his partner coming in from the square.
Harry S.gnalled to him and went downstairs.
They met on the sidewalk, and the boy asked:
"Were you going into San Moy's ?"
"Yes. I thought I'd find her there."
"She isn't in. I've just been there."
"Where is she?"
"I don't know. I thought you were shadowing her."
"Haven't seen a sign of her, although I've been lookini
for her."
"Well, she was at the joss house."
"She was, eh ?"
"Yes, and we saw· her hand."
"Wasn't it stained?"
"It was."
."Then she is Nellie Cross?"
"Yes."
"And Fred is convinced?"
"He is."
·'What became of her?"
"She went out again."
·'Well, she ,didn't enter or leave that joss house py the
main entrance, or I would have seen her, as I was watch·
ing it."

..

CHAPTER XVII.
PARDONING THE THIEF.

On Lhe following day Harry went to Albany to see the
Governor in an effort to secure a pardon f~r Dick Grubbs.
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Next morning the young detective secured an interview
"I understood that you arrested a thief named Dick
with the high official in quel!tidrlJ a:htl laid the whole mat- Grubbs."
ter before him.
"St! we did . . He is serving titne at Sing Sing."
"You are asking a favtJt I tlo libt feel inclined to grant,
"l-It.Jw lohg a tertn ?"
Mr. Brady," said the Governor, when he reviewed the facts.
"Five years."
"But see how important it is!" urg-ed Hatty.
"For robbery?"
"Reducing the matter, it merely amounts to this: By
"Pocketbook snatching."
iving up a convicted thief the State will secure a :n{ur"Too bad. We wanted him for a job he did over here."
"Robbery?"
"Yes. Highway robbery."
"Yes, sir, ahd it is tnorc important to punish a mur"And you want to arrest him for it?"
derer than it is to punish a thief," said Harry, warmly.
. ''Badly."
"That's a fact."
"I'll tell you how it can be done."
"Why hesitate, then?"
"How?"
"Because you have the thief and Mveti't got the mur"We are going to release him on a pardon in a few days."
derer."
"Are
you? That is surprising."
"I do not intend to use the pardon to release Grubbs
"Our
reason is a good one."
until I have got the murderer not only lodged iri jail, but
"It
certainly
must be."
convicted of the crime," said Harry, quickly.
we
will
let you know when he is to lie released.
"Well,
"That is a fair proposition."
him on a bench-warrant the moment the
You
can
re-arrest
"Under those conditions will you give me the pardon?"
Warden
of
Sing
Sing lets him go. Have a requisition
The Governor reflected.
ready
to
take
him
out of the Stafe, and the man is yours."
He finally made up his mind and answered:
"By Jove! that's a good plan."
"I will."
"Are you going to follow it?"
"Very well, sir."
you
to
use
discretion
in
using
the
"Yes, if you don't fail to let me know when he is to be
"Can t rely on
pardoned."
ardon ?"
"Most assuredly since it was I who arrested Grubbs . "As we are anxious to get such crooks as he is out of
New Y or~, it will please us to have you relieve us of him."
jfirst."
"Very \vell. Thank you. Good-by."
"Oh_. you did, eh?"
Old King Brady hung up the receiver and rejoined his
"Yes, sir. And we wouldn' t lose him for anything."
chief.
'"rhat fact strengthens your petition, Mr. Brady."
He detailed all that was said, making the chief smile.
"Give me the pardon and ! 'll satisfy you of the result."
"There's a way out of our difficulty," said he.
"Very well."
"Our course is satisfactory now, isn't it?"
And he did so.
"Very. We will get rid of Grubbs altogether that way."
Armed with the document, Harry finally left Albany and
"'rhen we'll go to the prison and see him to-morrow."
eturned to New York, where be met Old King Brady at
The chief nodded, and they separated.
ieadquarters.
A "keen search for the queen was made that night, but
"Get it?" eagerly asked the pld detective.
she was so well hidden that they failed to find her.
"Yes. And here it is," Harry answered, handing over
Next day the Bradys, armed with the Governor's pardon,
he paper.
went up to Ossening (as Sing Sing is now called), and,
"Now we can learn the identity of Pelham's murderer." after a brief conversation with the warden, they were
They told their chief of the plan.
taken to the cell occupied by Grubbs.
He scowled and looked very much displeased.
He was amazed to see them.
"Now you'll turn a dangerous thief loose on the comAfter the first greetings, he asked :
unity again," said he. "And once Grubbs is free, it
"What brings you here now, Mr. Bt!tdy ?"
on'.t take him long to make trouble for the department
"Can you read?"- asked Harry.
ain."
"Sure."
"But we will learn who killed Pelham," urged Harry.
"Then glance at this."
"Th11,t's the only advantage. But, after all, I guess it's
He handed the pardon to the thief.
good one."
Grubbs instinctively realized wl1at it was.
Just then the telephone rang.
He' eagerly read the legal document through, and a grin
"Old King Brady wanted at the 'phone," said the of joy overspread his wicked fac<:' when he finished it.
perator.
Handing back. the paper, he chuckled:
"It's
my pardon/'
The old detective answered the call.
"Exnctly."
"Hello!" he sang out. "Who is that?"
"I'm ter go free, am I ?"
"Chief ~f police of Jersey City."
"Under conditions."
"Well, .sir, what do you want?"
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"Yes, I know that."

"y OU are to tell us who murdered Howard Pelham. We
will then capture the murderer. When we have proven
~he party's guilt and secured a conviction, you will be
granted a pardon."
"I'm satisfied with that arrangement." "'
"Very well. To show you our good faith in the matter,"
snicl Hurry, handing the pardon to the warden, "we will
leave this paper with the warden. When he hears that
your evidence in court convicts the guilty party, he will
release you."
"Good enough."
"Well, go ahead .with your confession."
.r
Grubbs reflected as he paced up and down his cell, and
when he had a11 the facts arranged in his :n"iind, he said:
"When I {vas on ther roof of that joint, I beard what
all them people said .at ther time of ther murder. It seems
as old Pel~am was amazed ter find that ther queen of ther
opium fiends was his own niece. He was a fiend himself,
an' that was ther first time ·he ever was in that joint. Well,
they had a bitter quarrel an' he swore he would disinherit
ther woman. That made. her wild, an' she said he wouldn't
git out of there tcr keep his threat. She grabbed him, an'
he hit her. She ran ter ther winder an' yelled. It was
when he pulled her back inter ther room that .she hollered
ter ther two Chinamen ter help her. They was: both
excited. Chang Foo -pulled a glass dagger from ,his blouse.
He rushed up ter Pelham an' stabbed him with ~t. Then
he snapped off the handle, leaving the blade stickin' in
their wound. He put ther handle in his pocket. Then
they heard you two co min'. They rushed to ther rear of
ther room, leavin' tlier queen strugglin' with her uncle.
Jist then you entered an' Pelham fell dead."
"Then Chang Foo was the murderer?"
"Yes."
"And he killed l>elham to save San Moy from being
hurt?"
>,
"He did."
"Did the woman tell him to stab Pelham?"
"She said, 'Don't let him get out of here alive to disinherit me,' an' I reckon them Chinese knew what she
meant."
"Although she didn't actually murder the old man,
she was responsible, in a measure, for his death.i'
"Of ccxu.rse she was."
"Well, we've got Chang Foo and Wing Lee locked up
in Ludlow Street Jail," said Harry, "and now, to complete the case, it only remains for us to arrest San Moy.''
"']'hat's alL"
.
"We will summon you to court to give your evidence
when we captur.e the queen and put them on trial," said
Harry, "and we want you to explain the matter just as
it occurred if you wish to get the benefit of that pardon."
"I'll do so. Now don't fail ter let me go when Chang
is convicted."
''We won't," said Harry, quietly.
And they departed for N cw York.

CHAPTER XVIII.
CONCLUSION.

On the following evening the Bradys were going through
Fo;ty-second Street in pursuit of George Stewart, a wellknown confidence man, to see what he was doing, when
they met Fred Heywood.
"Have you accomplished anything?" he asked them,
eagerly.
"Yes," Harry answered. "Come along-we are in a
hurry-and we will explain what has happened." '
"Are you following that man?"
"We are. He's a notorious crook named Stewart. Here,
come in this doorway. We'll all disguise a trifle."
The wigs and beards they adjusted changed their looks
wonderfully.
When they emerged, Stewart had r~ached Fifth Avenue
and turned uptown in that fashionable thoroughfare.
As they went along, the Bradys told Fred all that occurred.
He was amazed.
1'
On the corner of Fifty-fourth Street they were surpri9ed
to see Stewart meet San Moy, who was clad in elegant 1.
clothing.
. I
"There's your lady love on friendly terms with a crook,''
said Harry.
"Yes," bitterly answefed Fred. "There they go in
Delmonicq's."
"We will follow and try to hear what .they say."
They passed into the restaurant.
San Moy and the crook sat at a table in the corner, and
the cashier and two detectives were fortunate enough t
get a table next to theirs.
They saw the pair gl11nce casually at them.
j
It was evident they did not recognize any of the trio,j
for after the first passing glance the{ spoke unreservedly, '
and the Bradys and their companion overheard every
word.
"We can speak here without fear of those Bradys," they
heard San Moy exclaim. "I arµ going to leave the city.''
"What for?" asked Stewart.
"They are hounding me to death."
"How about your· sweetheart, Heywood?"
"That fool?" laughed the woman. "Oh, he is just as
much in love with me as ever. I'll marry him, get all his
money and the~ · you and I can go to Europe the day I'm•
married."
"As you are my lawful wife, such a job would. make a
bigamist of you," said Stewart, warningly.
"What do I care?" she asked, contemptuously. "I only
want his money. I never cared a snap for him, and I've
fooled him all along into the belief that I'm madly in love
with him."
Unable to staift this, Fred bounded to his feet, excitedly.
San May and Stewart glanced at him in surp;ise.
Throwing off his disguise, Fred cried, furiously:
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"You false, designing creature, you are e){posed !"
The man and wo'Jnan cried Ol!t with astonishment and
nm, and bounded· to their feet.
"Heywood !~cried San Moy, aghast.
"Yes, and I heard all you said!" shouted the cashier.
"I was only fooling--"
"You can' t deceive me any longer. Bradys, do your
Lty !"
Harry seized San :M:o:y and Old King Brady grasped
.ewart.
"You are our prisoners!" cried the old detective.
"San :Moy," Harry added, "Heywood knows vou are
cllie Cross. Further concea.lment is useless."
" I see it is," answered the woman, grimly.
" :Moreover," added the boy, "we know Chang stabbed
2lham because you told him and Wing not Jo let the
inker escape from your dive, to cut you out of his will
hen he found his niece to be the keeper of an opium

!Il."

This bomb wa;; effective enough.
'l'he startled woman turned pale.
"All is known· now,'' Rhc groaneu.
"Then come alon g."
They took their prisoners out of the fashionable resort
id locked them up in priscm.
.
'
In course of time, San Moy and Chm;ig and Wing were
aced on trial, and Grubbs was brought down
i 1g
ing to tell what he had witnessed through the skylight.
His evidence convicted the accused.
·
San Moy and \Ying J)cc were sentenced to long terms.
Chang was found guilty of the murder of the banker and
ey finally electrocuted him.
Their cases were appealed, and the queen of the opium
ds spent thousands of dollars to secure their acquittal.
But it wmr useless.
The trio were sent to receive their just' deserts.
'

.
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QUARTER.

Mr. P elham had stipulated in his will that his money
was to go to charitable organizations if Nellie Cross
married.
As it was proven that Stewart was her husband,. she
never got the 'money she schemed for so hard.
With the imprisonment of the queen, her opium joint
wa'S closed up and the fiends had to go elsewhere for their
dope.
Grubbs was pardoned, as the Bradys promised, but was
rearrested by the J er ey authorities and was sent to another prison.
Stewart, ioo, was given a term in jail.
As for Fred H ey11·ood, he continued in th e banking business and e;entually married a girl of his choice.
That ended the dase so Jar as the Bradys were concerned.
They became interested in other detective business and in
d\1e time engaged on a thrilling case, the story of which
will be found jn our next number.
THE END.
Read " THE BRADYS AND THE COUNTERFEITERS ; OR, WILD ADVE.1. 'fURES IX THE BLUE
RIDGE MOUN'l'AINS,' which will be the next number
( 138) of "Secret Ser vice."

SPECIAL NOTIC~: All back numbers of this weekly
are always in print. If .you cannot obtain them from any
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by return mail.
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THE STAGE

~ . . .
·- , •
· ·~
, ·o. _41. TTI~ BOYS 01! • ~\\ l_OUh. B.'\D. ~JJ_l}, .~ J<? R E
OOh..-Con ta111111g a g r~at va11 ety of. the late~t Jokes ugecl ~~ the
0 t famo us ~nc! men . :So amateur minstrels 1s tomp lete without
his. wonderful }1ttle !'?ok.
•
.
,,
, ,
_, .-.:.
. .'\ <>. -!:!. l llh J;IOn,; OF ::\E\'i .YORK SI 0 :'.IIP S~ E.~h.ER.
"ontaining a rnned asso1·t1~ent of stump sp~c- b es, ::Segro. Dutch
gml Irish. .\!so end men's Jokes. J ust tile tl11ng for home amuseurnt ancl amateur show ·
~n. -t:>. TUE ROYS .OF ?\E\V YOTIK :'.lll~STHEL GnDE
,\ . J l TOl-E uoor -~ome lhing new and very instruPth·e. Even•
. .
.
\. .
. '" -. '
.
.
f II . L.
.
r . :
oy.~hould oblam this1 book".
as . 1.t contams u ms . tuctwns 01 oi1 1
gnn;z n;;,.an amateur ~; ~ stiel_ ~LOUP~-, . .1
,
.. .
• o. ().J. ;'.lfULVOO. ~ JOh.ES._- 1 !~is
one of the m(.ISt ougmnl
jok(• i:ookR eyer pnbhshc>d. and. it 1s bni;nful of w1t n~d h.umor. It
conl::uns a large l"olle<·l~~n oE ...songs, Joy;s, conu~d'. t.11.u~.. et_c ... 0 ~
TetTelll·e .\fnldoon, lhl' ,.rcat "it, humoust and Ilt<tttH ~ Joker ot
the ~lay. ]~ve ry boy .who can enJOY a good substanlial Joke should
obtam :.1. opy 1mnwcliatl'l;1".
. .
Xo. 70. IIO\Y TO BI!;COME AN ACT9R.-Contammg complere instructions. how to mll;ke up for vanous c!Ja~a~ters. on tbe
stage.: to~i;the r wit~. the. duties of the ~t~ge_ l\Ianare 1_: 1;_1 omp~e~,
Sce!11c A1t1st.and ~ 1operly ~~an. "I'>J a pioi_nment St:i.,,.e dana.,,er.
~?· O. G{ S \\ ILLU)rn .TOI~~ BOOI~ .-C~nta.111mg the lat·
est Jokes. anecd<?tes and funny_ sto11es•. o_f thrn ~vo1ld-1e~1.owued and
ever popular Gen~rn.n comedian.
Sixty-foui pages· handsome
colored cover conlammg It. half-tone pboto of the outuor. ·
HOUS E KE EPI NG .
No. lG. ITOW TO KEJIDP A WlNDO\V GAHD11JN.-Co.ntaining
, full instrttetions for constl'llcting ·a window garden eith.er in 'town
or co untry, nnd the most appro1retl methods fo r rnisiug beautiful
1 flo,wrs at h me. T!ie ruost complete book of the kincl ever publishecl.
·i
::\o. ~o. TIO \\' TO COOK.-One of the most instnv·tit·e hooks
on t"Ookini; e,·er pul.Jlishcd . It <'Ontains reCipcs for:C'ookiug meats,
fish, game and o.rstPrs: als'o. pies. pudcliugs, C'nkes nnd it!J kinds of
pastry, nnd a grnncl c-olleclion of recipes hy one o( our mo·t popular
cook!>.
Xo. ::n. no"· TO KEI~P ITOCSE.-rt contains information for
[
• ever~·bocl.r, hoyR. gil'!i;, men and women; it will teac·b ~·ou how to
::uakt> almo~t anytlting nrountl the house, snch as parlor ornamepts,
I brac·kets, ccmC'nts, A.eolian harps, (ll)cl bircl lime for catching birds.

u

no"·

ELECTRICAL.

I

.·o. 31. HOW TO B JWO:\~E A SPEAKER.-Containing foul'te n iilnstraLi~ns. giving the i:liffernnt po~itiQD req11isite to become
a good spea lwr, t·ealler and elocutipnist. Al~o outain i u~ gems from

all the popular aulhors bf pro ·e and po lt•S, arranged m the most
simple ancl t"ontise manner possible.
.
Xo. -!\).·now TQ. DEB.A.TE.--;-Giying r~iles fol' ~onducling debales· outlines for 'debates, q11est10ns .for d1scuss1on, and the best
"Olll'c'cs for procul"ing .info1'mation ..Qn the Q\le&tiogs giyen.
..
•
,. .
. , ·

SOCIETY .

N 3 1·1Q'V TO FLIRT. -Tl
t
• .'·1
f flirt fion an
o. . . . . .
. . . .. .
le ar s. anci " l es ?
a
fully explarned h:v this little hook . Besides the V!l l'JOUS .methods o·
han.dk rl'hief. tari, g lo,,e, par::vot, window anrl hat. ilirtation, it eon·
' inins a full list of the Jan'gqage and· sentiment of flowe.r$, which ff
inleresting lo"cv'eryi.Jolly. bolli olrl and young. You cann·ot be happ.
without one.
·
·
·
·
Xo . I. IIQ\Y. TO DAKCE is the title of a nex'' , and· handsom, ..
little book ju.st< issue41 by Frnnk Tousey. ft C'Ontains. foll instrue ,
tion. in the art of clanc:ing, etiqnet1e in the hnllroom and ..at .parti~ •.
how to dress and .full •directions for calling olI in all popular squa.rt '
<lances
'
·
·
~o. ·:). IlO\Y TO • L\KE LOYE.-.\ c-om11lele guide to ·love;-·;
courtship and ma!Tiage. giving. sen~ih le !lch-ic-e. y.ul~s ~ncl etiq11ette.
to be ob. erved. with mal'.lr eyinoas aml rnterestmg tlmigs not gen- ' ·
\'ra lly known.
·
,
, ;:.
Xo. 17. IIO\Y TO DR,ESS.-Containing full in .tsuction in t!M; ...
art of" dressing and a"t>pearitfg >\"Pll at home nncl abroad;.- giving tht.
•<' lectio.ns of eolot·s, mnl erial. atl<l how.to ha\'e tlwm·iJ\Rtle. up. ··
:

.

I
I

now

.'o. 18.
'I'O m•:co~n: ru>Al"l'Tlfn, ....:...on~ 'of :tla
hrightcst anri most 1·ntti..al1le. · 1iJtle'. hooks c1•er g•ve..i.. ,Io t)l:e'' 'w pi-ld.
Ever.vbod.v wish eB to Imo"' iHl'\l( ·to,hN·omP hNrntiftil. both~.iiiale :1u1
·:rmale. The •N'ret'is simple.-and ·almoRt c·ostless. Read .this i:/P.O
a11<l be convincccl how' to
C:ome" lwauliful.
.,. ··

BJRDS .. AND A'NIMALS.

·

.\.

.
·anlL

. -o. 7. TIOl'i· TO KEEP BlRD~.-HamlsomeJy illl1~trater1
containing f111l in<lt"UC'tions for the man:i;(enwnt a11d train ing of th
eanan·. mo .. kin'.!hircl. bobolink. hla•'khircl. paroq 1et. parrot, etc .
'.10. llO\\' TO lLUSE DOGf4. l'OCLTHY. PWJ<JO:\'R .AND
Il.\T:HIT~.-.\ n~cful a.nrl instrneti\'~ book.
Ifand~omely illu1~rnt1><l.
By Ira Drofra,'\• .
..
'0. HO ,. TO )f,\I-E .\XD SET TlU.PR.-Inrluding hinta
on h< ., t tall'h 1ofes, lH'::tsP ls. ott!'I\ rnt• . squirrels nnd birc11.
,\!so ho1 · to cur skins. Cctpiously illn ~lratrcl. B.v .T. Harrington
K<'ene.
·
·
·
• 'o. 50. now TO 8TrFF Rinm;; .\XD AXDI.\L8.-A valuable hook, gi,· ing instructions fo collecting:. prrparin~. mounting
aucl prPst-1· in!! hirrf.(, animal;; nnrl iilHN'fs.
Xo. 'i-L
• TO KEI~P .\:\D :\lA:.\.\(le PETR.-G i\ing C'<>tr·
ple in "or1 : fou ai; lo the mnnnrr and metho1l of ruisiug, ke<'J1ing,
11 • . ~r ... <J in amt managing all kimb of 1wts : alHo gi\'ing ful .
ir l<trn ious · r mnldng C'!l.<i:os. et<'. 1•'11!11< "xplainerl by twi•ury·
i t i 11 ~ rntions, making it the most couiplPt<' book of the kinrl
c ei 1 ubli ·bed.

.-o:

-Hi.
TO l\L\KEJ AND USliJ F,LECTRTCITY.-A. de·
ripl ion of the wonclrrful 11ses of elrctrk·it.v aucl electro maA"netism;
<• ogPllwr with fn 11 inst rndions fo1· making rnter·t ric Tors. BatterieA,
rc. H~· Urorge Tn•hcl, A. :'.11., :'.II. D. Coutnining over fifty il • istrnrions.
iJ Xo. fH. HOW 'rO ~J.\KE ELE('TlUC.\L ;\L\C'[Tf. 'Ei'l.- ontvining fnll di1·e«tions for making eleetriral maehines, incluetion
coils, cl.' nnmos. arnl mnn.\' novel to.r to be worketl hy e leC'tricity.
By IL .\. H. P.l'nn!'tt. l•'ully illustratrrl.
::\o. 1;7_ ITO\V TO
I<:LECTTIIUAL TTIICKS.-Containing: a
MISCELLANEOUS.
larg:1• rnl IPrtion of inst rnct ive an cl highly . amusing electrical akks,
O; ' . now TO BECO;\rn A 'CIE. TTIRT.-.\ useful anrl i••ogethe1· with illustrations. By .\.. . .Anderson.
str~ i\'e h~ok. :;i •i nll" a comp)Pt~ treatise ou '.·hemistry·.: al~o ex
pcrmwnt Ill n<'on•tl<"S. mechanics. mathPmatws. dwm1stry, an
EN T ERTAINMENT.
1lirrC'tions for making fire,..·orks, "olorecl tiers and gas halloon11
• . 'o. !1. HOW TO Bl•JCOME A VE~TlULOQL'IST. By Hart'
This book C'nnnot hr Pqnnlccl.
"cuned ", T~e sPc·ret i:ivet'1'awa.v. l~vet.v ltelligl'n~ ho.v reading
. "en 1·L l!O". TO .L\KE CAXD1. - .\ C'omplet<' handbook f
t is hoo
E i, struc-tious. by a prnctiC'al prnfessor (delightin!\' ruult i- urnk
all kin1ls of randy. i<'e c1·Pnm. s~TllflH , es~en<>eR . etc. etc.
~rnlps P"e~.v 1 "41Jt \Yi th his "·ondcrful imitation!{). <'an mast1>r the
.·o !l. F'J:. T TOCHEY"R 1°'\lTNn :-;"l.:'.\'l'ES DIRTAXC
art. aqd creat. a11)' amount of fun for him,elf ancl fric•nc1s. It iS' the TAB ,ER !'OCTET CO:\U'.\:\'IO.' .\.:'\J) GClPK-Giving ti!.·~
rPtltl'SI Hool . <•,·er pul11ishcrl. an cl thPre"s millions (of fnn) in :it.
offici, clisfan<' ~ on all the rnilmacls of the r~itPcl Rtntes Rn<t
Xo. 20. IlO\Y TO l~:'\TI~H.'.OU . •\ XE\ .. .'.\'G P.\R'l'Y .- . \ Cnn111 . .\1,o lahle of clistanePs by warer to f61"Pi!!n ports, hacll
'"" L'.1' ,·aluable little book just pif'olis
. ,\ i'tHHJ lc Le c:om11emti um fares in the pri1wipal l'iliPs, 1·e port~ of the rf>nsns. f'tC' .. etc., maki I
of •nmes. sr1orts1 c·artl clivHsion~. conic r eci latio1J,.., etc .. suitable it Olli? of lhr most eomplete and handy bookH ]ltthlished.
.
'or parlo1· or ch·awing:-i-c1om entert ainm ent. It con ain s more for the
• 'o. ;:l • . 110\Y TO BBCO:\IE 10{'R OW .. JJOC"l'OR.-A woa·
.nouey than llll)' book pi1bli~hed .
, r1Prful book. rontaining ui;eful and Jll'a''tic;al infornrntion in t\.it
le- ll"1·atme1
::\o. 3:). H O\Y TO l'LA Y G.\MES.-.A com;ilete n rl U!'.eft
of orclinary cli~eas('s and 11ilmP1Hs t·ommon to every
10ok. c-onta ining the rnl e" and regulations of bill i1uds, bag telle, f. milv. .\ hounding in u ·,,fu] and ef!'Prtive recipes fo1· general com.1a•·ke:ammo11. <'roqnet. clominoe. . el«.
pl:lin -.
.'o. 3fi.
TO SOL \'E CO.T. 'DRl":'.118.
Xo. 5.. UO\\' TO COLLI~CT" ::;T.\~lPR .\ XD C'OIX8.-Coa·
t!JP leacling oouuncll'llms o[ the day, nruusing riclclles
tn '. nin
aJ hle information 1·pgarclin!! tlw roll!'C'ling and a1Tangin1
tncl wit nYin"~.
Htamps · .(JI\ <"Oin~ . ffanc1,omel.v iJ111,trate<l.
Xo. ;)2. IIO\f 'I'O PL.\ Y C.lRDS.-A complete anrl hnuclv li t tlr
Xo. :>8.
O\Y TO BF: ~ DETECTI\"E.-Ry Olcl King Brady.
hook, gi\"ing tlw rule~ and fu ll direction· for plnyin. I~ uC"hn•'>Crib thP worlc
o ~·n rletcC'tiYe. 111• ·hieh hP !urn <10\vn some valnabl•
a.ge ..• , RS~no. Jc ·t:i.;-fi ,·e, Hounee. l'erlro Ranc·ho. Jlraw '<{'oker. anrl sPn ·
1les for bPgiun · ·s. anrl aiso r"ela~es some adventure•
•\ul'11on P1t«h. All l• our nn<l many other popula r ames of cards. and exr
1 s of '''Pll-known 'il<:l<"eliYe~ .
_ ' o. GU. HOW ·1·0 l >O P l'ZZLE, .-Containini: ove1· three hnn• ·o. GO. OW 'l'O BI<X'O;\rE . t TTOTOGR.\PTTF.Il.-Coutain
'< "nterMJt ing pt;zzl .·1 · conun rlrum s wi~h kc>y to same
A ing u~ fu t info rmal ioll regu rding t f1e Camera a n!l how to \\'or it :
·e ti,ook. l!'ully ill ust
• B y A. Anderson.
·
also h w to makf Phi;itog:rnphic ;\,L~gic Lantern 8Iid~s ancl o~her
TransparE"ltf"i e
IIandsoruel:v illn81'ratNl. R_,. Cnpthjn W. D~, . •
'

'-0 .

•

no

now

.

E IQU ETTE.

Xo . ~- ~ - WT . D O IT: Qil, BOOI OF E TIQt:ETTE.-It
s a g1·N1l Ji f P. sPerrt. a ncl on t h, 1 cve t'Y young an desire to know
!Ill at.out. Tti\< r '8 happiness in t. . •
So. :i:~. HO\Y TO Hl•,[Ll\' f<J.- onU.min~ lthe ruleR and __etjnette of good soC"iet~· a nd t he ensie t and mo· appr()Ji"d ml'tlfOda
of appen1·ing to g<'od nclvantage at pa1·tie , ballll, the theatre cgureh
cl in the drnwing-room .
-.,.
'

Ahne;.
•
:..,
·'
·
• ·o. fi2. TTO \. TO;
CME .\ \'i EST POIXT ;\ITLIT: Y
CAD ' .-Con ining: f1Jl . <'X!)lanot ioili; iow to gain admitta
,
<"OU1"91l
Stu< ·. Exn li ., tion . •1'1 tie
Rtl!ff. of Offic·ers. Post
Guard,
li«e eornlations · • \1·e D<'Qartment, nncl all n ho1· should
know to h.- l'acl et. (' i · <'O·'(l r1 " ·itten hy Lu Senareus. author
of "Ho.w to Her Omf' a . ,.~I
°h' •·
0

• o. fl~. I W 'l'O RE ' :'.IJE .'I: • •• \'.\L C.\..DET.-Complete ir
sfrlt<'tions
h ' to ::;11 adm i -.il'on to the Annapolis Na
t"ademy. . J,o t"On nin fu:::.J-he com~!' of instruction, cl scriptfo.
:No. 27. HOW TO HIDCITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. o! ground" ancl hui!Jling,. ,liistori«al skf'tch, nnrl everything a h<-•.
-Contnining thp most popnlm· seleC'tions in use, comprising DutC'h honld kn ow to lwcoil\e !tn offi<-er in the United , late Nav:v.
'li)llect.. French <lialeC' t . Ya n kee ' nucl I rish c1lalect pieces, together pilr.d a11 l written l,ly Lu Senarens, author of '"How to Becom iJ
w th many t a nda r cl r ead in gs.
\'i'Pst oint '.\filitar.1· C'aclet."'
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78 'l'he Queen or Chinatown : or, 'l'he llradys Among tlie "Hop" Flenas.
79 'l'hc . Bradys and the Girl Smuggle1·; or, Working !or the Custom
House.
.
80 The Bradys and the Runaway Boys; or, Shadowing the Circus
Sharps.
81 The Bradys and the Ghosts ; or, Solving the Mystery o! the Old
Church Yard.
.
82 The Bradys and the Brokers: or, A Desperate Game In Wall Street.
83 The Bradys' l"lght to a l~ lnlsh: o~. Winning a Desperate Case.
84 The Bradys' Race for Life; or, Rounding Up a 'l'ough Trio.
85 'l'he Bradys' Last Cb.ance: or, The Case In the Dark.
86 'l'he Bradys on the Road: or, 'l'he Strange Case of a Drummer. .
87 The Girl In Black ; or, 'l'be Bradys '!'rapping a Confidence Queen .
88 'l'he Bradys In Mulberry Bend; or, 'l'h.e Boy Slaves of "Little Italy."
89 The Bradya' Battle for Life; or, 'l'he Keen Detectives' Greatest
Peril.
·
90 "'h B d
d th
d D
... e ra ys an
e Ma
octor; or, The Haunted Mill In the
9l Th l\IBarsh .
e radys on the Rall; or, A Mystery of the Lightning Express.

lltadys' Great Mistake : or. Shadowing the \\'rong Mau .
Bradys and the Mail My ste ry; or, Working for tue Uovernruent.
Bradys Down South ; or, The Urea t l'lantation ~lystery .
House In the Swamp; or, 'l'he Hrndys' Keeuest Wurk .
Knoc.k-out-Drops Gang; or, The Hradys' Hisky Ve nture.
Bradys' Close Shave : or, Into the Jaws of u~ath .
llradys' Star Csse; 01., Woi·king ro 1· Love and Ulory.
Bradys in '1''rtsco: or, A Three Thousand Mlle Hunt.
llradys and the Express 'l'hieves: or, '!'racing the Package
Marked "Paid."
The Bradys' Hot Chase: or, After the Horse Stea te rs.
The Bradys' Grent WagP.r ; or, 'l'he (lueen of Little ~Ionte Carlo.
The Bradys' Double Net: or. Cat~ hlug the Keenest of C1·im ina ls.
The l\Ill.n in the Steel Mask : or, 'l'he Hradys· \\"ork for a Great
I•'ortune.
'l'he Bradys and the Blaci.. Trunk: or, Working a Silent Cle w.
Going It Blind; Ot'. 'J'he Ilradys· Good LuC'k.
'l'he Bradys Balked; or, \\"orking up Qu eer Evidence.
Against Big Ollds; or, The Bradys· Great Stroke.
'l'he Hradys and the 1~0 1·ge r: or, Tra cing the N. G. Check.
'l'he Bradys' 'l'rnmp Card: 01'. Winn ing a Case by Bluff. .
'l'he llradys and the Grave Robbers : or, Trnck lug the Cemetery
Owls.
The Bradys and the Missing Boy; or, The Myste ry of S chool No. 6.
'l' he Bradys Behiud the Sceues: or, Th e Grent 'l'heatl·lcal l'a .
The liradys apd the Opium Dens ; or, '1'1·applng tbe · 'rv a ot
Chinatown.
'l'h e Bradys Down East; or, The l\iyste 1·y of a Count!": 'To>wu.
Working for the Treasury; or, 'l'he li1'8dys and the Batt.; Uu1.rlars.
The Urndys' Fatal Clew; o r, A Despe rate Game for Gold.
Shadowing the 8harpe1·s: or, The Brndys· $10.000 Deni.
'l'he Brndys and the l"irebug; or, Found in t he Flames.
The Bradys in 'l'cxas : or,.'l'he Great Ranch Myst e ry .
'J'he llradys on the Ocean: or, 'l' he l\Jystery of Stateroom );o. 7.
'l'hn Brn<lys and the Office Boy; or, Working Up a Business ('use.
L'he l.ll'Udys in the Backwoods; or, The Mystery of the Huitters'
('am p.
Ching Foo, the Yellow Dwarf: or, 'l'he Bradys and the C,.plum
Smokers.
'l'he Brad~· s· Still Hunt : or, 1.'he Case that. was \\'on bv \Yaltlng.
Ca ught by the Camera: 01', 'l'h e Bradys and the \;l rl from :\Jaine.
'l'be Brndys in K entucky: or, '!'racking tl Mountain Gang.
The ~larked B1tnk Note; or. The Bradys Below the Dead Line.
'l'be Bradys on Deck; or, 'l'he Mystery of the l'rl rnte \acht.
'!'he llrad~·s iu a 'l'rop: or, Work!ng Alj\a lnst a H urd Gar.g.
Over the Line; or, The Bradys' Chase l'hrough Canada.
'!'he Brad.vs In Society: or, 'l'he Case of Mr. Barl ow.
'l'he Bradys In the Slums: or, Trapping the Crooks of the "Hed
Light District."
l•'ound In the RIYer: or, '!'be Bradys and the Brooklyn Bridge
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Depart'l'he Bradys In a Snare·, 01·, The Worst Case of All .
'l'he Bradys Beyond '!'heir Depth ; or, 'l'he Great Swamp Mystery .
'l'be Bradys' Hopeless Case: or, Against Plain Evidence
The Bradys at the Helm; or, the Mystery o! the Hlver Steamer.
?-:he Bradys in Washington ; or, Working for the l're~ident.
Ih<> Bradys Duped; or, 'l'he Cunning Work or Clever Crooks.
100 'l'he Hradys in Maine ; or, Solving the Great Camp Mystery.
101 The Bradys on the Great Lakes; or, '!'racking the Canada Gang.
102 The Bradys In Montana; or, 'l'he Great Copper Mine Case.
103 'l'he Bradvs Hemmed In. · or. Their C11se in AriEona
1 O~ '~he Brsid°ys at Sea: or, 'A Hot Chase Over the Ocean.
lOa ;r,he Girl from London; 01·, 'l'he Bradys After a Confidence Queen.
106 l he flradys Among the Chinamen ; or, 'l'he Yellow l~lends of the
Opium Joints.
107 'l'he nradys and the Pretty Shop Girl; or, The Grand Street
l\Iystery.
lll~ The nradys and the G1·psles: or. Chasing the Child Stenlers.
11)!) 'l'he Bradys and the 'wrong Man ; or, The Story of a Strange
Mistake
110 ~'be Pradys P.etrayed: or, In the Hands of a Traitor.
l 1J 'l'be P.ra<lyR and Their llonhles; or, A Strange Tangle of Crime.
112 The Bradys In the Ev~rglades; or, The Strange Case of a Summer
Tourist.
11 3 'The Bradys De~ed: or, The Hardest Gang In New Yo~k.
1 H The Bradys In High J,1re: or, '!'he Great Soctecy Mystery.
115 'fhe Bradys Among Thieves; or, Hot 'VorK in the Bowery.
116 'l'he Bradys and t.he Sharpers; ordn Darkest New York.
l
117 The Bradys and t.he Bandits; or, nunt.ing for a Lost Boy.
11 8 The Bradys in Central Park; or, The Mystery of the M"11.
119 'l'he Bradys on their Muscle; or, Shadowing the
Gang.
120 '£he Bradys' Opium Joint Case; or. Exposing th~
Crooks.
121 'l'he Bradys· Girl Decoy; or, Rounding Up the .East<- Ide Crooks.
122 The Bradys Under Fire: or, Tracking a Gang of Otittaws.
123 'l'he Bradys at the Beach ; or. 'l'he lllystery of the Bath House.
124 The Bradys and the Lost Gold Mine ; or, Hot Work Among th~
Cowboys.
125 The Bradys and the Missing Girl: or, A Clew Found In th'ir Dark.
126 'l'he Bradys and the Banker : or, The Mystery o! a Treasl*e ' '11ult.
12 7 'l'he Brn.dys anrl the Boy Acrobat ; or, Tracing np a Theatrical Case . .
128 •rile Hrarlys an<I Bad Man Smit.h ; or. The Gnng of Black Bar.
'
129 'l'he Rradys 11.nd the Veiled Girl; or, Pipln~ the Tombs Mystery. ~ ~
13 0 The Bmdys and t.he Deadshot Gang; or, Lrvely Work on th" Front r.
131 'l'he Bradys wlLh a Circus; or, On the Road with the \Vild
st
Tamers.
\
132 The Bra<lys in "·yoming; or, Tracking the Monntah1 Men.
133 TheBradysatConevlsland;or,TrappingtheSea-sideCrooks.
'
13 4 'l'he Bradys and the Road Agents; or, 'l'he Great Deadwood Case.
135 'l'he Bradys and the Bank Clerk; or. Tracing a Lost Money Package.
138 tlhe Brndys on thf' Race 'l'rack: or, Bent,iPg the Sharpers.
·
~Iystery.
13 7 The Bradys in the Chinese Qua rter; or. The Queen of the Opium FiP.nrl s.
The Bradys and the l\lisslng Box; or, Running Down the Uallroad 138 The .Bra<lys and .the Counterfeiters; or, Wild Adventures in the Blue
Thi eves.
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